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be able to provide direct interaction between the users
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1. Introduction
1.1 Project Background
1.1.1: Lighting Metropolis
With the goal of becoming the world’s leading living lab for smart urban lighting, Greater
Copenhagen (eastern Denmark and Skåne) has initiated the EU-funded project - Lighting Metropolis.
Regions, municipalities, private businesses and universities are collaborating to develop and
showcase innovate lighting solutions, to attract and retain international investments, companies and
tourism. The overall aim of Lighting Metropolis is to strengthen the important role lighting can play
in promoting safety, accessibility, identity, health, and education for people in cities.

1.1.2: Musicon Path
Amongst the approximately 20 projects that is currently undergoing in Lighting Metropolis, one of
the projects, Musicon Path, was initiated by the interest of Roskilde Municipality to create a
attractive, direct and eventful biking- and pedestrian path between Roskilde Station and the new
district of Musicon, Roskilde. The 1km long path between Musicon and Roskilde Station is currently
used by a large segment of the people at Musicon.
The Musicon Path project was initiated in august 2016, and is as composed of three main partners:
Roskilde Municipality - By, Kultur og Miljø, DONG Energy - City Light and the Lighting Design master
program at Aalborg University Copenhagen.
I did my internship in the period from August 2016-december 2016, and has since January 2017
been involved in the realization of the project in coherence with the three above-mentioned
partners and electrical and lighting engineer Frederik Waneck Borello from ÅF Lighting.

1.2 Goals
One of the visions of Musicon is to promote environmentally friendly traffic by prioritizing “soft”
road users: people on bikes, pedestrians, skaters etc. By constructing the Musicon Path, the aim is to
invite people to bike or walk between Roskilde Station and Musicon, instead of taking the car.
As the Musicon-path project is part of the Lighting Metropolis Project with Roskilde Municipality
as the main client and project leaders, it is important to understand their intention, visions and
expectations for the project.
The lighting design project was initialized with a couple of meetings in September 2016 with the goal
of conveying and defining the scope of the project and to share expectations between the main
project partners, Roskilde Municipality (Gunilla Rasmussen - project leader), DONG Energy (Tine
Byskov Søndergaard - outdoor lighting consultant), and AAU CPH - Lighting Design (me and Esben
Aalborg University Copenhagen
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Oxholm Bonde - students). The individual objectives along with the shared objectives agreed upon
from the meetings, were gathered in a collaboration agreement document. See Appendix 11.1
Collaboration Agreement Document.
Along with the collaboration agreement, information and thoughts about the project was gathered
during a walk through the path to Musicon (soon to-be Musicon Path) by the project leader Gunilla
Rasmussen from Roskilde Municipality. This walk provided a broader perspective of the context of
the path and the objectives from the previous mentioned collaboration agreement.
Based on the collaboration agreement and the walk with Gunilla Rasmussen, the information
relevant to the development of a lighting design for the path was narrowed down to three main
goals and a number of sub-goals:

The lighting design on the Musicon-path needs to:
1. Invite people to use the path
a. Invite people to use the path
b. Guide people along the path
c. Invite people to stay and play at the squares
d. Give the path an identity
2. Be innovative
a. Be able to notify users on the path about events at Musicon
b. Function as a Living Lab
3. Be sustainable
The list below will cover the sub-goals required for accommodating the above mentioned main
goals:
Invite people to use the path
- The lighting design needs to invite people to use the path. This concerns particularly the
segment of users who tend to drive by car or take the bus. The lighting needs to have
qualities that can change the minds of this segment.
Guide people along the path
- The path to Musicon from Roskilde Station has several turns and it not intuitive for people
the first time they walk the route. The lighting design needs to guide the users by signifying
directionality and to stress the turns to ensure that no users walk or bikes in the wrong
direction
Invite people to stay and play at the squares
- Half way through the path, the path crosses through the park - Raadhusparken. In this area,
the municipality has planned to build several installations for different activities. With the
main theme being bike play and learning, multiple biking tracks will be built, including a
pump track and a bike track for learning traffic. The lighting design needs to promote these
activities and help make people interested to stop and use or observe the activities. A
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common interest among the project members was that the lighting should be directly
interactive with the users in this area.
Give the path its own identity
- By providing the path with a clear identity, it is predicted that the knowledge of the path is
spread more extensively, and will become more unique. The lighting design along the entire
path and at the seven squares needs to be identified as a common theme, creating a
coherent identity to the entire path.
Be innovative
- As a prerequisite for any Lighting Metropolis Project, the lighting solutions have to be
innovative. To keep the budget low, it is however necessary to make the lighting design
innovative by combining existing technologies in a new way. An example of this could be to
use existing luminaires and sensors in a way that has not been done before - creating a new
type of interaction.
Be able to function as a Living Lab
- The purpose of Lighting Metropolis is not only to develop new and innovative lighting
solutions, but the level at which we can observe and learn from these new solutions, is just
as important. This way, the lighting solution should be constructed with the purpose of
becoming a kind of Living Lab at which citizens can provide valuable feedback.
Be able to notify users on the path about events at Musicon
- The lighting design needs to have the capability of changing when certain events are
happening in Musicon. This way, people walking through the path, will be better informed,
helping to bridge the gap between Roskilde Station and Musicon.
Be sustainable
- For the sake of the environment and to keep the budget at a minimum, the lighting design
needs to have low energy consumption.

1.3 Initial Problem Statement
During my internship at Lighting Metropolis, the main objective was to come up with an overall
lighting design concept for the Musicon-path, accommodating the goals mentioned above. Thus, the
initial problem statement serves as the overall guideline for the project, defined as;
“How can a playful, innovative, interactive and sustainable lighting design concept, invite
people to use the Musicon-path?”

Aalborg University Copenhagen
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1.4 Context Analysis
Prior to engaging in the design process, it is essential to understand the underlying context of the
project. Thus, the following section will discuss the project in relation to its larger context and the
plans for the Musicon path, along with its users.

1.4.1 Larger Context
The municipality of Roskilde is planning to create a path running from Roskilde Fjord (in the
northern part of the city), through the city center, continuing through the Musicon area and
Dyrskuepladsen to Viby, south of Roskilde. The Musicon Path is the second stage of this larger
path project. The main objective of the Musicon Path is to provide a direct, safe, aesthetic and
interesting connection for the “soft” road users (pedestrians, bikers, skaters etc.), between the
Musicon-area and Roskilde train station (figure 1).

1.4.1.1 Musicon
Musicon is a new city district, south of the center of Roskilde, which have been under
development since the end of 2007 and is expected to be fully developed in 2030. Prior to the
emergence of Musicon, the area has since 1890 been used for agriculture, as an industrial area
and a junkyard. The primary industrial usage of the area has revolved around gravel pit and
production of concrete.
The main vision of Musicon is to shape a community that allows a great diversity of different
cultures, residential and cultural-and leisure activities, in order to create a vibrant environment.
With an emphasis on promoting a creative and environmental-friendly community, the area
enables visitors and citizens to engage in a large variety of different activities such as dance,
theater, music, museums, art and indoor/outdoor skating. While founded under the terms of;
creativity, play and learning, the vision of Musicon is to shape a community that is densely used,
during most hours of the day. The vision is further described in “Musicon Handleplan 16-19 (Plan
og Udvikling, 2015)”, where five overall goals are formulated as;
A musical and creative district
- Musicon must be based on the growing human and must make space for the district’s actors
to collaboration and merge ideas and knowledge.
Life before the city - and the city with life
- Musicon must have activity throughout most of the day. Different applications should be
mixed and temporary activities should create variability, ideas and knowledge through
experiments.
Experimental construction and industrial traces
- Buildings and urban spaces in Musicon should be eventful and challenge the visitors. Musicon
has a raw and industrial expression, and projects will build further on the traces in the area.
Aalborg University Copenhagen
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A laboratory for sustainable traffic
- Musicon must be a laboratory for sustainable traffic. Musicon must offer the best conditions
for pedestrians, cyclists, skaters, and bus and car parking must be the least prominent in the
urban environment.
An environment-friendly district
- Musicon must focus on innovative and sustainable solutions. Impacts of undesirable
substances and greenhouse gases must be limited through the usage of new and experimental
knowledge.
When the final plans for Musicon has been established (expected in 2030), it is expected to
contain 650 residences, 5.500 m2 detail, minimum of 2000 creative workplaces, 33.000 m2 for
culture, 32.750 m2 for education, 15.000 m2 for hotels. 6.000 daily cyclists and 9.000 pedestrians
are expected to use the path between Roskilde train station and Musicon. (Plan og Udvikling,
2015)
An important signifier for Musicon is the way in which the area has utilized water during the years.
In the early years it was used for industrial purpose in the process of creating concrete, and in
2008, the area implemented a very innovative system for rainwater (Roskilde: Storm Water Skate
Park, 2017). The system was built to lead local drainage from Rabalderstræde to a nearby humanmade lake. The innovative part of the system is that it is constructed for two purposes: firstly, to
lead the water down the street and further on to the lake, and secondly, to allow local users to
use the pipe as a half pipe for skating utility when water is not present. This way of combining a
water system with a skating utility, is a very unique feature of Musicon.
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Figure 1: Overview of the context of the path. The Musicon Path is part of a greater path from Roskilde
Ringpark to Viby.

1.4.2 Musicon Path
With the broader perspective on the project, acquired through the section above, the following
section will look further into the plans for the path and the different users that will use it.

Aalborg University Copenhagen
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1.4.2.1 Path
As a means of guiding the users through the Musicon Path, the route and squares with different
activities have been identified and presented by Roskilde Municipality. The route of the path and
the location of squares can be seen in figure 2.
The path runs from its starting point at Roskilde Station. As it continues down Køgevej (a road of
high level of traffic), it turns and runs along Knudsvej( a residential street). As it reaches halfway
down Knudsvej, it turns left and continues along Thorasvej (also a residential street). As it crosses
Gormsvej (residential street), it runs through a small passage of green area which leads to the
park - Raadhusparken. Further down the park it merges with Eriksvej (residential street) and goes
through a small green passage until it reaches and crosses Søndre Ringvej (a road of high level of
traffic) and ends in the Musicon area. (see appendix 11.2).
1.4.2.2 Spots
The spots are mainly located at intersections:
- Spot 1: intersection between Køgevej and Knudsvej
- Spot 2: intersection between Knudsvej and Thyrasvej
- Spot 3: small green passage leading up to Raadhusparken
- Spot 4: near the wrestling-club building in the middle of Raadhusparken
- Spot 5: intersection between Raadhusparken and the small passage leading up to Søndre
Ringvej
- Spot 6: in the middle of the small passage and leading up to Sønde Ringvej
- Spot 7: intersection of the path and Søndre Ringvej.

Figure 2: overview of the Musicon Path and the 7 spots along its course
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1.4.2.3 Spatial context
To get a better understanding of the spatial perception of the path as it stands today, thoughts and
observations were written down, assembled and formulated from a series of site observations in
figure 3. The site observations were conducted with the purpose of identifying spatial conditions
that affect the perception of the space for the users. This entails elements such as traffic
interference, width of the passage, directionality of the passage, level of nature vs level of concrete.
With a reference to figure 3, there seem to be a drastic change going from spot 1 and spot 7 with
high-traffic roads to spot 2,3 and 6 with residential areas, with narrow passages, to spot 4 and 5 at
Raadhusparken, which offer a wide open green space with low levels of interfering traffic.

Figure 3: the figure above illustrates the 7 chosen spots along the Musicon Path. Based on the different charts, it is
visible that there seem to be a varying degree of intersecting traffic. As most of the spots have interfering traffic and
high directionality, spot 4 and 5, which are located in Raadhusparken changes character and becomes a much more open
and inviting space.

1.4.2.4 Users
In the process of developing a meaningful lighting design for the path, it is crucial to get insights as
to which kind of users are using it, when are they using it, and why.
Based on the assumption that most people who will use the path is travelling to or from the Musicon
area, the type of users can be narrowed down to four different categories (musicon.dk).
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Table 1: Four overall user groups in the area of Musicon were identified.

The illustration below (figure 4) shows the estimated hours that the respective user-groups will use
the path. The hours of interest for this project are the late hours, so it seems that the people that
will be most exposed to the lighting will be people who come there for leisure activities or for
cultural activities.

Figure 3: User occupancy hours, estimated based on information on musicon.dk
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1.4.2.5 Context Summary
The Musicon path is part of a bigger path project which will lead citizens from Roskilde Fjord to Viby.
It will be responsible for a direct and safe, but also an interesting and eventful path between
Roskilde Station and Musicon. To understand the greater vision of Musicon, key visions and
characteristics were also mapped out and presented. In essence, Musicon is a community that is
genuinely interested in shaping a district of creativity, diversity, growth, collaborations across
different fields, arts, sports and education. Another essential signifier for Musicon is the
environment-friendly mindset and the long history of utilizing the water in the area.
The initial plans for the Musicon path project were also covered, giving insight into the route of the
path and the designated spots. A series of field observations of the path revealed a graduate change
in level of interfering traffic, width of the path, nature and directionality along the path.
Along with the construction plans, offering numerous activities, and the theme of the park Bike-play
and learning, Raadhusparken seems to be the appropriate place to invite people to stay and play.
Four types of users were recognized, involving people who work in Musicon, the people who come
there for cultural events, the people who come to Musicon for leisure activities, and the people who
come there for educational purposes. A user-occupancy time table was established based on
estimated hours for each activity (leisure, work, education and culture). Results indicate that the two
user groups (leisure and culture) have the most relevance to this project, as people of these
respective groups tend to be around the Musicon area during the afternoons and night - thus being
more exposed to the lighting.

1.5 Expectations
During the first meetings with the Musicon-path member in September 2016, my position as an
AAU-lighting design student was discussed. Since we were two students on the task, it was agreed
upon, that our individual work should be synchronizable and not interfere with and overlap each
other. Due to my media-technical background, my primary interest was within the field of interactive
lighting. Thus, while there was a common consensus amongst the project member that the level of
interactivity should be centered on Raadhusparken, I received the task of coming up with an
interactive lighting concept for spot 4 or spot 5 in Raadhusparken(figure 2), while the other student
had to come up with an overall concept for the whole path. It was, as mentioned above, essential
that we were on the same page, ensuring clear coherence between the two concepts.

1.6 Idea generation and concept development
A significant insight into the nature of the overall project, from the perspective of both Musicon,
Roskilde Municipality and the users, gave valuable data to help narrowing down the initial problem
statement to a more specific problem statement. With an emphasis on directly interactive lighting in
Raadhusparken, the middle of the Musicon Path, the potentials for this were further investigated.
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1.6.1 Raadhusparken
The previous mentioned sub-goal for Raadhusparken, bike-play and learning became an important
inspirational factor for developing a lighting concept. Despite having yet to be built, the park is
expected to be an attraction for all users who wish to use their bike for more than just
transportation, along with users who find it pleasurable to observe them.

1.6.2 Pump track
Among the five different bike lanes
that will be built in Raadhusparken, a
200m long pump track in the middle
of the park is expected to be the main
attraction due to its position in the
middle of the park and due to its
proximity to the Musicon Path enabling users to easily take a detour
on their way to or from Musicon.
With the large segment of young
people “on wheel” (skaters, BMX
riders, roller-skaters etc.) in the
Musicon area, this pump track is
estimated to get a lot of attention
from this user group in particular. As
figure 4 shows, these users - who use
the area for leisure activities, will be
more likely to stay in the area in the
afternoon/night hours.
With proper lighting, this pump track
could potentially be a useful place for
these users and the general public to
hang out and skate/bike after in the
later hours. Due to the above
mentioned observations and the big
potential in the area, the pump track
became my main focus.
Figure 4 (sti til Musicon n.d)
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1.6.3 Water
The theme that was developed for this particular part of the overall project, was inspired by
Musicon’s long history of utilizing water - first for industrial purposes as a means of producing
concrete, and later as a means of developing a smart and innovative water drainage system built in a
shape which allows local skaters/bmx to use it as a half-pipe.

1.6.3.1 Symbolism
In a symbolic sense, water can in many ways be associated with the spirit of Musicon: dynamic,
diverse, adjusting and every-changing - unless no force/energy is applied to it. It is the energy that is
put into the community of Musicon which makes it alive and vibrant. Each user of Musicon affects
the community in one way or another.
This is essentially the effect that the symbolism should have on the users - to make them feel, not
only as a part of the community, but also as an important contribution to the community.
The symbolic links are illustrated below (figure 6).

Figure 5: The symbolic link between water and the community of Musicon, its users and the pump track.

1.6.3.2 Interactivity
Another important reason for choosing water as a concept for the lighting design was that water is
highly interactive and responds in different ways to different forces. This was deemed to be an
important element of the lighting in Raadhusparken, to allow interaction between users of the area,
and the lighting - and in that way “invite people to stay and play”.
An additional layer that potentially could add value to the interaction is if different speeds of the
users on the pump track could be traced. Higher speed on the pump track would create more “force
Aalborg University Copenhagen
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on the water”, which would result in a greater visual effect in the lighting. This would ideally enable
a way for users to play with different speeds, or even compete with each other by comparing visual
effect.

1.7 Final problem statement
Based on substantial research within the context of the project and the different visions and goals
for the path and Raadhusparken, a lighting concept for the pump track in the middle of the Musicon
Path and Raadhusparken was developed, narrowed down to the final problem statement, as follows;
“How can we use lighting to simulate the movement of, and physical interaction with, water on a public
pump track, while ensuring sufficient visibility?”

2. Thesis approach/methodology
The approach of this thesis is to apply a “praxis/media technical” methodology. The work will
mainly consist of two parts; a practical part, and a “simulation” part. The practical part will serve the
purpose of identifying the proper components for the project. Since the interactivity planned for this
project (detecting positions of users on the pump track) is new in the field of interactive lighting,
thoroughly examining and evaluating the potential components (primarily sensors, but also
luminaires) is a necessity.
The “simulation” part of the project will largely involve the physical and technical aspect of reaching
a “fluid” behavior in the light. The physical aspect will involve analysis of water motion and how
water reacts to different forces, while the technical aspect will involve how to program this behavior
through lighting. By applying this “praxis/media technical” methodology, the purpose is to get
experience in the practical approach of executing a project like this.
Beneath is an illustration of how I see my thesis is balanced between “architecture, lighting
technology and media technology” and “design approach, theory and praxis”.
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3. Problem analysis
In an attempt to answer the final problem statement “how can we use lighting to simulate the
movement of, and interaction with, water on a public pump track, while ensuring sufficient
visibility?” the problem analysis will thoroughly examine the underlying topics that has an influence
on the problem.
The analysis will be approach by first presenting some inspiring projects that has worked with water
simulations and position detection of users in public. Subsequently, the analysis will present the
project specifications, including drawings of Raadhusparken and the pump track.
The next step in the analysis will examine the human relation to water in terms of health and wellbeing. Subsequently it will investigate the natural characteristics of water behavior along with
references to known water phenomena. With an emphasis on human perception, the analysis will
then examine the perception of blue (for water), to gather knowledge on the potentials and risk of
using this color. This will entail both emotional responses, physical responses and the effect it can
have on our perception of space. A closer look at the skating community in Musicon, BMX cycling
and the characteristics of pump tracks will then be conducted, to get a better understanding of the
context behind pump tracks and the people involved with them. For the practical element of the
project, the analysis will also investigate which types of luminaires can be used to simulate the
motion of water, along with which kind of sensors technologies have the capacity to detect exact
positions of users on a pump track.

3.1 Project specifications:
This section will provide a brief overview of the plans for Raadhusparken and the pump track, along
with general specification for the project.

3.1.1 Plans for the pump track:
Figure 7 shows the course of the pump track. The estimated start of the construction of the pump
track is august 2017. The course of the path will have different curves and bumps (which will be
further elaborated in pump track). Around the pump will be built small grassy hills along with some
of the equipment for activities mentioned above (balance course). The track will be 200m long, 2.5m
wide and will be built in asphalt. The exact course and shape of the path might change, as dirt
builders (the company that will build it), will build it on the spot without official drawings. See
appendix for additional drawings (11.6)
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Figure 6 (Raadhusparken, in the middle of Musicon Path. The pump track
can be seen curving around the Wrestling Club.

3.1.2 Lighting on the pump track:
The lighting on the pump track will be installed after the pump track has been built. To save
money, Roskilde municipality has decided to cut half of the budget off for the lighting - meaning,
instead of lighting the whole pump track as initially planned, the lighting installation will only
concern the left part of the track(from picture above) - which is estimated to be 80m long. The
budget for the installation is 300.000 kr.

3.2 Related Projects/inspiration:
After extensive research, it became evident, that no current research has been done regarding
lighting on a pump track, or how to simulate water through lighting. That being said, a variety of
lighting projects have been involved with the simulation of water. This section will investigate
some of these projects to provide a basis for the lighting potentials in simulating flow of water.
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“Efeito Agua” - Piso Interactivo
Projection mapping on floors is now a relatively
common technique in the realm of interactive lighting
technologies. The advantage of projection mapping is
the great amount of details that can be conveyed
through the projected pixels, allowing complex
scenarios to unfold. This project - Efeito Agua (water
effect), by Brazilian company Piso Interactivo, applies
codes for projecting the movement of water. The
projection is interactive, so as people walk pass it, the
water will react in accordance.
“Universe of Water Particles on a Rock in which
Resides a God” - TeamLab, Japan 2017
With the purpose of enhancing the experience of
nature, the digital art collective, teamLab, will during
the summer season of 2017 transform trees, lakes and
rocks into interactive art pieces in the Inari Daimyojin
Shrine nature park. Among various pieces is the
Universe of Water Particles on Rock in which Resides a
God, which is an installation that projects a waterfall,
controller by an algorithm that imitates water flow.

“Walk the Light” - Inimod Studio
In Walk the Light, visitor of the Museum’s Exhibition
Road tunnel, control the light by how they move
through the tunnel. A band of white light follows the
visitor. As one person passes, the white light jumps to
the next visitor. On both sides of the white band,
strong colors are pushed and pulled along the tunnel,
forming an ambient lighting effect that is associated
with the overall ebb and flow of the day’s visitors.
During the day, there will be a shift in hue and saturation of these colors, as they respond to the
flow of directionality among the visitors.
“Lungs” - Loop.pH.
For the Velo-City Global 2016 cycling conference in
Taipei, the London-based studio aimed to show the
relationship between air quality and mobility by
combining a pump track with a lighting installation.
Loop.pH’s two looping wooden pump tracks illuminate
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with LEDs as riders pass them, while the large lights at both ends - simulating human lungs and the
branching structure of trees - change color according to the quality of air around them.

3.3 Human response to water
Most of us can relate to the calming sensation of walking along a coastline or by a river, observing
the ever changing picture and listening to the characteristic sounds. The human attraction to water
is a well-known phenomenon. While we are very aware of the feeling, not much research has been
done to know why water has such an incredible effect on us. A recent study by marine biologist
Wallace J. Nichols, (Wallace 2014) researches the neurological, psychological and emotional changes
our brains experience in the presence of water. Nichols explores the sensory appeal of water, giving
us an indication of how sight, sound, feel and even smell and taste of water affect us on an
incredible deep and raw level.
While health benefits of green spaces are well known from research of Roger Ulrich and the Kaplans
(Ulrich 1991) amongst others, there seem to be a lack of research regarding “blue spaces” - the
effect that rivers, lakes, the sea and urban water installations have on our health and wellbeing.
Professor Michael Depledge and his team attempted to dig further into this topic in 2012. After
funding the European Centre for Environment and Human Health (ECEHH), the team launched the
Blue Gym project, with the purpose of studying health and wellbeing benefits of aquatic
environments. (Depledge 2012)
They approached the topic by repeating one of Roger Ulrich’s early studies, by showing a group of
test participants photos of different landscapes. By assessing the level of stress at each picture,
Roger Ulrik was able to demonstrate that the stress level was lowered proportionally with the
amount of greenery in the image. By introducing water into 2the images, Michael Depledge found
that people showed a strong preference for more and more water. Michael Depledge then repeated
the study with urban spaces “from fountains in squares to canals running through the city, and once
again people hugely preferred the urban environments with more water in them” (Depledge 2012).
Images with green spaces received positive response, but images of both green and blue got the
most favorable response of all. The team did a second study which was even more conclusive. They
used data from Natural England, where they examined anonymous self-reported health data by area
in England, to see if the health varied with proximity to water. The research revealed that the closer
people lived to the coast of England, the healthier they were. There were also links between level of
health and other aquatic environments like lakes and rivers.
Ph. D. student and lead researcher at the National Marine Aquarium, Deborah Cracknell, has studied
the health effects on Alzheimer’s patients and elderlies who are watching fish in aquariums and
tanks (Cracknell 2013). Despite having her main emphasis on the biodiversity aspect, which is the
level of marine biota in the water, she found that people showed an increased level of wellbeing
(based on positive effects on mood, heart rate and blood pressure) from just watching the aquarium
without fish. This all leads to the question: what is it about water that affects us in such a significant
way, that it improves our wellbeing and health?
Marine Biologist Sir Alister Hardy suggested that the answer lies in our instinctive nature, as human
beings have evolved in close contact with nature up until 200 years ago. It is only since then that
people have been increasingly removed from oceans and forests (Hardy 1960).
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3.4 Water characteristics
In order to understand how to simulate water, the initial part of the analysis will look into the
characteristics of water behavior.

3.4.1 Basics of waves
As a basis for understanding water behavior, it is necessary to understand the basis for waves in
general. A wave, in any type of shape (sound, electromagnetic, radio, wind, water etc.) consists of
parameters such as:
- wavelength (the length of one oscillation),
- amplitude (the distance from equilibrium to crest/trough),
- wave period (the time of one oscillation),
- wave speed (the speed in which the wave is travelling),
- Crest (the top of the wave),
- Trough (the bottom of the wave),
- Wave height (the distance from trough to crest)
- Frequency (number of oscillations per unit time)

Figure 7 (Amplitude n.d.) The illustration presents the basic characteristics of waves.

In the two pictures below it is shown how these parameters differ, depending on the scenario.
In figure 9, a mild wind is causing waves (capillary waves, explained further down) of low
amplitude and small wavelengths. In figure 10 the amplitude of the wave is much higher, along
with the wavelength.

Figure 9: Low amplitude and small
wavelength capillary waves
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The behavior of water waves is fully dependent on external forces such as wind, ships and rain
etc., but to understand how these forces can trigger different types of waves, it is essential to
grasp the continuous forces that are applied to the water molecules.

3.4.2 Continuous forces on water
3.4.2.1 Surface tension
A water-molecule which is in contact with a neighboring water-molecule is in a lower state of energy
than if it were alone (Perlman). The water molecules inside the ocean, for instance, have the
maximum amount of neighbors as it can have, but at the surface of the water, the boundary
molecules are lacking neighbors (compared to the interior molecules) and will thus contain more
energy. This energy is what makes the molecules stick together at the surface - referred to as
cohesion (as depicted in Figure 11). This phenomenon is known as Capillary waves (figure 12) - a
certain type of wave that is influenced by the surface tension. A mild wind or water droplets can
trigger such waves - causing ripples on the surface of the water.

Figure 11: Surface Tension

Figure 12: Capillary Waves

3.4.2.2 Gravity
Similar to all other objects on earth, gravity pulls on water as well. When enough energy is applied to
water, causing wavelengths beyond 10 cm, the type of wave triggered is referred to as gravitywaves. For oscillations to exist and to propagate, gravity forces any displacements of the surface to
be pushed back towards the mean surface level - equilibrium. What causes the oscillation is the
kinetic energy gained by the fluid on its path back to its rest position - causing it to overshoot, and
thus being displaced again (Perlman, 1985).
While this is somewhat intuitive to comprehend, understanding why this forces the gravity wave to
move horizontally is a bit more challenging. To grasp this, one needs to understand the horizontal
forces at play. When a wave of water rises above the surface, the added weight of this wave creates
a pressure that is locally higher than normal, which as a result accelerates/pushes the fluid away
from the place, piling it up at the nearby trough, which generate a new surface some distance away pushing the wave forward. (Ruisin, 2005)
In most cases, the types of wave that we see when observing the ocean, is a mixture of gravitywaves and capillary-waves, referred to as gravity-capillary waves as illustrated below:
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Figure 13: Gravity-capillary waves

3.4.3 Loss of energy:
The amplitude of waves gradually becomes lower as energy is lost due to factors such as, internal
friction, air resistance and by energy dissipation due to the divergence of the direction of
propagation. Shorter wavelengths are losing energy more rapidly over distances than longer
wavelengths. As a consequence, the dominant wavelengths of the spectrum are centered around
the long wavelengths, capable of lasting far longer and over greater distances (Ruisin, 2005).

3.4.4 Group waves
An interesting aspect of wave propagation is that
the energy carried by waves does not always travel
at the same speed as crests and troughs. For gravity
waves, for instance, the accumulated energy
velocity is half the wave speed of each wave
(Ruisin, 2005). In a wave consisting of multiple
components, different wavelengths are present at
different locations, altering energy distribution and Figure 14: Group waves: A water drop creates a
speed for each wave. In the example in figure 14, a wave formation outwards.
force on the water triggers a gravity wave outward.
Since longer wavelengths have a higher velocity (for gravity waves), these waves “catches” up with
the group velocity, since the group velocity has a lower rate.
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3.4.5 Wave Interference:
When two or more correlated waves of the same type are present at the same point, the waves are
referred as being superposed, and are forming an interference pattern. This is the effect you can
observe from rain drops on the water surface as depicted in figure 16. When this occurs, the
resultant amplitude at that particular point is equal to the vector sum of the amplitudes of the
individual waves (figure 15) (Ockenga, 2011).

Figure 15(interference n.d): Wave
interference.
Figure 16: Group waves from multiple water
drops interfere and form an interference
pattern

3.4.6 Water scenarios:
As an inspiration for simulating water, this section will look further into different water scenarios. By
“water scenarios”, meaning depicting situations in which water behaves in different ways as a result
of different forces. One water scenario which has already been described is the behavior of water
that unfolds when a water drop hits the surface of the water.
Rain
Going from the details of one water drop, to observing
rain hitting the surface of a lake, the appearance of
the water changes as the waves interfere with each
other, as visualized in the above section wave
interference.

Figure 17 (Temblor 2012): Rain Scenario

Boat
Another water scenario that we can all relate
to is the result of a boat sailing through the
water. As the boat applies pressure on the
surface of the water, the pressure distributes
outward around the boat and forms foams
due to air being entrained in the water.
Depending on the weight and speed of the
objects sailing through the water, the amount
of foam and the amount of time the foam
Figure 18 (Luxuo 2016): Boat Scenario
lasts will change in accordance. The more
energy applied, the more foam and the longer the foam will last, leaving a longer trail.
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Current
Water currents are usually a result of gravity, solar heat
or wind. 1 Currents in water can be seen from the
ocean coasts as a results of solar heat and wind,
whereas water in floods is influenced by gravity. A
commonality is that the force is dragging the water in
one direction. An interesting fact about the speed of
the travelling current and the speed of wind, is that, in
the wide oceans where winds have can reach high
speed, the speed of the travelling water current will
accelerate until it reaches the same speed as the wind.
The moment it reaches similar speed, the water can no
longer retrieve energy from the wind, and will thus
stop accelerating. In floods, the current of the water is
influenced by the width of the passage. The current
seem to slow down and diffuse in many directions as it
reaches open areas, whereas it accelerates when the
Figure 18 (Gangajal n.d.): Water current.
passage becomes more narrow (Ruisin).

3.5 Human perception of blue:
Along with the water-concept, comes the discussion of using blue light in the public sphere. What do
we associate with the color blue? How do we physically/emotionally respond to it? How well do we
see the world and each other under blue light?
On an emotional level, blue is the most universally favored color in the visual spectrum. Due to the
ocean and sky, it is perceived as a constant in our lives, and has a balancing calming effect (Cerrato,
2012)).Though the perception of blue (and any other color) is largely influenced by culture and prior
experiences, there are some common associations to the color blue, which is widely agreed upon.
The color is used for clear communication and often represents intelligence and efficiency (Cerrato,
2012). This is why offices often are colored blue - to raise the productivity. It also often represents
quality, tradition, trust and responsibility, which explains why politicians often choose to wear the
color. Opposed to red which stimulate a physical reaction in people, blue has little physical influence
on us(Cerrato, 2012).. Strong blue will excite clear thought whereas lighter softer blue will calm the
mind and aid concentration. (Wright, A. 2015).
The wavelengths in the visual spectrum range from the smaller wavelengths of higher energy (blue)
to the longer wavelengths of lower energy (red). This difference in energy results in one-third of all
visible light being considered high-energy visible (HEV), or “blue” light (toc). A large variety of
research have studied the effect from receiving light rays in the HEV spectrum, and these researches
have for instance shown that the blue light has a positive effect on concentration, alertness, memory
and cognitive function. HEV rays have also been discussed rigorously in the topic of circadian
1

https://earth.usc.edu/~stott/Catalina/Oceans.html
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rhythm. Harvard researchers conducted an experiment comparing the effect of 6.5 hours of
exposure to blue light to exposure of green light. The blue light turned out to suppress the melatonin
level for about twice as long as the green light, shifting the circadian rhythm by twice as
much(Wright, A. 2015). Light rays in the HEV spectra are beneficial during daytime to maintain a
healthy circadian rhythm, but as the research indicate the light can also have a negative effect on a
person’s circadian rhythm if being subject to too much exposure during dark hours, preventing a
biological fatigue. Constant exposure to blue light at night, through TV and cellphones is part of the
reason so many people don’t get enough sleep (Sack, 2007). The consequences of lack of sleep has
been linked to increased risk for depression, as well as diabetes and cardiovascular problems(Sack,
2007).
Because blue light, which has a short-wavelength and high energy, scatter more easily than other
visible light, it can be harder to focus under blue light. This is due to chromatic aberration, which
describes the processes in which light rays refract differently in the eye depending on wavelength,
causing them to converge before others in the eye and to be placed on non-corresponding locations
of the two eyes. This phenomenon is typically evident as blue haze (Faulbert) around objects in
bright light (snow and sun e.g). When you are looking at a computer screen or other digital devices
that emit significant amounts of blue light, this unfocused visual “noise” can reduce contrast
compared to other colors.
However, in terms of energy consumption, blue light is very beneficial. This is because light sources
that have greater power at the short-wavelength end of the visible spectrum produce a perception of
higher brightness at the same illuminance (Boyce, 2004 – p 434).

3.6 Perception of depth:
It was first noted by Goethe in his Fabenlehre (Theory of Colors), how colors influence on our
perception of depth that we encounter in our daily lives - our ability to understand the threedimensional space around us, and our ability to differentiate close objects from objects farther
away. In Fabenlehren Goethe recognized blue as a receding color and yellow/red as a protruding
color (Faubert, 1994). The study of chromostereopsis , in which the perception of depth is conveyed
in two-dimensional color images (comparing pairs of colors), has later confirmed this theory of short
wavelengths (blue-turquoise) as being perceived as further away.
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3.7 Pump track users
Since the purpose of this project is to design a lighting solution for a public pump track - this section
will take a closer look into the kind of users who would be most inclined to use the pump track.

3.7.1 Street sport Community of Musicon
Pump tracks are often an integrated part of skating parks, and is thus an attraction to the street
sport community as it provides similar curved concrete surfaces as halfpipes etc. The street sport
community in Musicon is strong, as the area contains great facilities for BMX riders and skaters. This
entails an outdoor skate park (Rabalderparken - as visualized in figure 13), an indoor skate Hal (Hal
12), and an indoor BMX race track.

2

Figure 20: Based on information gathered on the official Musicon Website , along with early
observations, age seems to be a determining factors for the level of motivation to exercise street sports
in Musicon, and seems to range from early childhood to early adulthood.

3.7.2 Field observations and street interviews
In order to identify essential characteristics of the street sport community in Musicon, street
interviews and observations were conducted on-site in
Rabalderparken and Hal 11 (BMX racing hal).
With an open-ended approach trying to identifying
characteristic behavioral patterns of a group of
skaters/BMX racers, skaters were observed over a time
period of 1 hour in Hal 11. During the observation period,
field notes were written down, and subsequently assessed
through content analysis (Krippendorff 2004) Semistructured interviews were subsequently conducted,
emphasizing
the
participants’
experience
of
skating/cycling and which factors they consider most
important for their motivation to skate.
Figure 21: BMX hal in Musicon

Based on the interviews, it seems that the motivation for
this group of people to skate/ride, can be assembled down to two main reasons:
- the sensation they get from the act itself (explained as feeling of “joy, freedom, flow,
independence”) and
2

www.musicon.dk
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the social aspect of being a part of larger community with shared interests.

The social aspect was likewise very evident through the observations, showing a very coherent,
friendly and positive atmosphere. Common traits among the skaters/riders was that they expressed
sheer joyfulness during, but especially after they had been on the pump track. While on the track,
they seemed to be fully occupied by what is in front of them. Their engagement was very visible in
their facial expression while riding/skating - expressing a strong concentration, but also a sense of
determination. The determination to continue a process of trial and error was seen in many
instances during the 1 hour observation session. This seemed to be fueled by positive comments
from other riders, especially the older, more experienced riders. From the observations, it was also
learned, that there is a certain degree of competitiveness in the community as well. While most of
the riders seemed to find joy in just “cruising” through the track, some of the riders tried to push
their level to the highest, almost falling in some cases. A common tendency for the “determined”
riders, were that they checked their time after each ride - to assess and compare their performance
with themselves and their fellow riders.

3.7.3 BMX racing
From a professional aspect, pump tracks are originally made for BMX cyclists. The sport - BMX racing
- is the sport associated with pump track. In essence, BMX racing is all about speed - being the
fastest over a designated distance. Athletes target to achieve and reproduce a perfect movement
pattern. This is experienced as a sensation of flow, at which the athlete is able to transfer all energy
via the bike into the forward direction, a sensation of a technique where the whole body becomes
one with the bike (Nakamura, 2001). The sensation of flow is often associated with the act of cycling,
skateboarding or other types of “wheel tools”.
While the BMX/skateboarding experience often revolves around learning tricks, the purpose of a
pump track is instead to see how much speed you can generate without using the pedals. As an
expert BMX rider said in an early interview: “An experienced pump track rider, who is only using
his/her momentum to generate speed, can at any time beat an unexperienced rider who IS using the
pedals”. The motion which keeps the momentum going throughout the track is called the pump
motion, a “technically challenging and physically exhausting motion”, which is performed by pushing
the bike downward during the lower curve of the pump track (figure 22), and pulling the bike
upward during the higher curve of the pump track (figure 23). The upper body maintains somewhat
the same height throughout both motions.

Figure 22: At the trough of
the pump track, the rider
pushed the bike downward
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2.8.4 Pump track
The shape of a pump track is designed to utilize as much of the kinesthetic energy and gravity from
the bike as possible, to generate a forward motion. Despite having numerous different shapes, there
are some basic principles as to what constitutes a good pump track. Good dirt jumps (crest of the
shape) will be close together with smooth, curved transitions between each jump. The slope at the
launch stage should accelerate in steepness to help push the bike in the air. The landing should be
situated somewhat high and the slope should be steep to keep the pump and rhythm for the next
jump. Figure 24 shows how the pump track can enable the rider to gradually reach higher speeds
throughout the track until the rider reaches his/her top speed which is accompanied by the “main
jump”, which is the steepest and tallest jump. To make it easier to land tricks, this main jump is often
accompanied by a mellower landing.

Figure 24: The shape of the pump track (Rora, 2009)

The pump track that will be built in Raadhusparken, will however, likely not contain completely
similar shapes as the above mentioned. The reason for this is that the pump track should be
applicable to the general public - allowing people of no prior experience and with different “wheel
tools”, such as rollerblades or skateboards, to ride the track. Thus, the pump will contain far less
steep curves and will not be as challenging. The image below illustrates how the pump track is likely
going to look like (despite not having any official drawings of it).

Figure 25 (pump 2015): As visualized in the illustration above, the position of the back is particularly
important for riding the pump track properly
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3.8 Luminaire analysis:
To get more insight into possible ways of illuminating a pump track, this section will illustrate
possible light scenarios and explain the pros and cons of each. The analysis of the solutions are
heavily influenced by feedback from the project members, entailing parameters such as prior
experience, vulnerability towards vandalism and price. The section will conclude on the luminaire to
use for the project.

3.8.1 Ground-recessed LED strip:
The initial idea for lighting the pump track was to use ground-recessed LED
strip along both sides of the track. With the purpose of simulating water
behavior, this was deemed as a useful solution, as it would allow for a large
variety of different visual expressions, due to its magnitude of pixels. With
60 pixels per meter, this would enable 960 pixels in all (60 x 80 x 2)
throughout the 80 meter
pump track.

Figure 26: Ground
recessed LED strips

During my internship period, I was working on
addressing LED pixels on a mock-up of the pump
track. The experimentations became a tool for
inspiration, and gave meaningful feedback as to
possible interactions and visual expressions. In the
Figure 27: Experiment with addressable LED
figure 27, I experimented with the idea that the
strip on mock-up of pump track.
lights would be dragged down towards the troughs
of the pump track - similar to how water would act.
Evaluation:
Pros: The solution would provide the pump track with a large variety of possible expressions,
with the help of 960 pixels. The lights would stress a clear border between the pump track and the
rest of the park - creating intimacy.
Cons: For the LED strips to illuminate the pavement of the pump track, they would have to
be placed above ground level to enable the right angle. This would require an additional
construction alongside the pump track. With the main criteria for the lighting being that it should
not interfere with the user’s ability to ride it, a solution like this was deemed insufficient, as it could
become an obstacle for the riders. An additional note from the project members was that aligning an
LED strip alongside such a curved surface could become too big of a challenge.
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3.8.2 In-ground up light LED’s
Another type of lighting solution that was assessed was LED-chips mounted in the asphalt.
Evaluation:
Pros: Aesthetically, and from a programming perspective, this is the
solution that could get closest to the appearance of water movement, as it
adds a second dimension to the previous solution. This would allow the
movement of water (light) to not only be directed alongside the pump
track, but also in perpendicular direction.

Figure 28: In-ground up
lights

Cons: It can be discussed, whether the scarce illuminance on the pavement
that these LED up-light would provide, is adequate for safe and secure
movement on the track. Additionally, from a distance, the effect of the
lighting would be minimal. In a correspondence with Frederik Borello (ÅF
Lighting), Frederik pointed out that the solution would likely be too
expensive to execute.

3.8.3 Pullert lights
Another type of luminaire that was looked into was pullert lights.

Figure 29: Dialux experiment with pullert lights on the pump track

Evaluation:
Pros: Using pullert light would easily enable sufficient
visibility of the users, and could, if placed close enough to each
other, provide a decent variety of visual expressions.
Cons: During a meeting with the project member,
SEAS-NVE and Stig Nielsen (road engineer, Roskilde
Municipality) pointed out an important point for the area of
the Musicon Path: vandalism is a common thing. Stig
Aalborg University Copenhagen
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expressed his experience with public luminaires in Roskilde which have been accessible from ground
level: They get vandalized by a number of young groups in the area.

3.8.4 Spotlights
The last lighting type that was assessed was spotlights.
Pros: Amongst the above mentioned lighting
solutions, this solution is the most secure one for ensuring
sufficient visibility and safe movement of the riders on the
pump track. Additionally, spotlights would be mounted
high up in the air, making them far less accessible to the
people committing vandalism. Another important
consideration was that the lamp post holding the spotlight
would also be able to be placed at a distance to the pump
track - preventing it from becoming a possible obstacle for Figure 31: Possibility of spot lights
for the pump track
the rider. In one of the project meetings, it was also
stressed by Tine Byskov Søndergaard that this solution would also be the cheapest one - allowing for
a bigger budget for the sensors and system.
Cons: A less attractive part of this solution is that spotlights are fairly common in the public,
so its visual appearance (in static state) has certainly been seen before. Additionally, due to the
rather far distance from the pavement which the spotlights require, the resolution (amount of lights)
throughout the pump track would be quite restricted, allowing for a very limited amount of “pixels”
to work with compared to e.g. solution 1 or 2.

3.8.5 Summary
As it turns out, according to prior experience of Stig Nielsen (the road engineer of Roskilde
Municipality - responsible for public lighting in Roskilde), vandalism is a widespread issue in the
Musicon area. He stressed, during multiple meetings that he recommends mounting city light
beyond three meters, to ensure that they are not accessible to the public. In other words; he
strongly suggested not to mount lights near the ground. Acknowledging this issue, there was a
common agreement amongst the project members, that spotlights were the right solution - a
solution that would also prioritize sufficient illumination on the pump track, and a safe movement
without physical obstacles (luminaires) close to the track.

3.8.6 Sensor analysis
With the pursuit of identifying the proper sensor technology for detecting positions of multiple
people on the track, this section will go further in depth with which relevant technologies are
available to this day, followed by an assessment of their advantages and disadvantages.
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The technologies that will be examined entail pir sensors, regular and thermal cameras, ultrasonic
sensors, 2D laser scanner and LIDAR sensors. The sensors will be evaluated based on their range,
precision, reaction time, power consumption, maintenance, sensitivity to environmental factors,
vulnerability towards vandalism and price.

3.8.6.1 PIR (passive infrared)
The most commonly applied motion detection sensor is the pir-sensor.
It is recognized in many applications in our daily lives, and serves as the
trigger for opening doors and turning on lights when we enter its
detection area. The way it works, is that constantly receives and
interprets infrared radiation/ambient temperature. As all living objects
emit infrared radiation, the sensor is able to sense a difference in
radiation the moment a person walks in, which will then send a signal
Figure 32: pironto the light or door or some other application.
sensor
- Pros: The sensor is very cheap and is generally very compact,
which makes it possible to fit into virtually any device. The lenses of outdoor versions of pir
sensors can accommodate the harsh ultraviolet rays of the sun. The sensor is very energy
efficient, as it absorbs energy from the incoming infrared radiation. It responds aptly to
human motion and can get adjusted to body temperature.
- Cons: As the pir-sensor registers a change in infrared radiation, it doesn’t really detect the
presence of an object, but rather the motion. Though it can withstand sun rays, other
environmental factors such as snow, dirt and heat can degrade its performance. The
detection range of the pir sensor is not very long (up to 5m).

3.8.6.2 Cameras
An effective way of registering people can be through a camera. Cameras
are often used for security purposes, due to the high amount of information
that the camera provides. With the help of image processing 3and software
such as openCV4, it is possible to analyse the activity in front of the camera,
based on information of change in pixels. By defining the characteristics of
Figure 33: Camera
size and shape of people in pixels, the program will automatically trigger
when a person walks inside the scope of the camera.
- Pros: The advantages of cameras are vast in regards to detecting presence and motion of
people. Through image processing, it is possible (as explained above), not only to detect a
person, but to detect a large variety of people, their positions, speed and direction simultaneously.
- Cons: While there are many technical advantages of using cameras for detection of presence
and motion of people, there are just as many if not more disadvantages - in the context of
3
4

image processing is processing of images using mathematical operations
is a library of programming functions mainly aimed at real-time computer vision
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public spaces. Cameras in public are often used for the purpose of surveillance - monitoring
areas where crimes tend to occur. This could have a bad influence on the public perception
of the space, along with the feeling of being observed - threatening the perception of
privacy. From a technical viewpoint, cameras are also very sensitive towards sunlight and are
computationally demanding.

3.8.6.3 Ultrasonic
Another sensor technology that will be evaluated is the ultrasonic sensor. As
the word infers (sonic), the sensor uses soundwave to measure the distance to
an object. It measures distances by sending out a sound wave at a certain
frequency and listens for that sound wave to bounce back. By recording the
elapsed time for the sound wave to bounce back, it is possible to calculate the
distance between the sensor and the object. Ultrasonic sensors are applied in Figure 34:
Ultrasonic
a wide range of indoor and outdoor applications, ranging from proximity
Sensor
sensing on cars to production lines.
- Pros: Ultrasonic technology is very accurate in measuring distances to objects. The sensors
are resilient against environmental factors such as direct sunlight, dust, dirt, humidity, fog
and material colors, making it a very robust sensor. Additionally, the sensor is relatively
inexpensive.
- Cons: While the sensor is resilient against many environmental factors, it cannot completely
abstract from interfering noises. On top of that, its ability to detect is affected by shape,
density and texture of objects, resulting in some objects causing inaccurate readings. The
detection range of the ultrasonic sensor is limited, due to the physics of sound waves
travelling out in a cone shape (Massa 2010). Thus, most ultrasonic sensors operate within
the range of maximum 10m.

3.8.6.4 2D laser scanners (2D LIDAR):
The possibility of using a 2D laser scanner was also examined.
The way in which a 2D laser scanner works, is that it scans an
area by steering a laser beam within a certain angle of interest
and at a certain frequency (laser 2017). By measuring the time
taken by the pulse to be reflected off the target and returned
to the sender, the device is capable of measuring distances at
every pointing direction. 2D laser scanners are widely applied Figure 35: 2D laser scanner
for industrial purposes such as metal processes, mechanical-,
civil- and electrical-engineering, or within the field of robotics - to constantly monitor objects and
check for potential collisions etc.
- Pros: 2D laser scanners have the capacity to detect distances far beyond the ultrasonic or pir
sensors, and are able to detect multiple objects simultaneously - due to its capability of
measuring distances at every pointing direction. Reaching scanning frequencies of up to 60
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ms, the device has a very fast reaction time. In terms of its rigidness towards interfering
environmental parameters, 2D laser scanners which are built for outdoor environments are
able to withstand ambient illuminances of up to 80.000 lux, can withstand large temperature
variations, and are resistant to shock and vibration.
Cons: 2D laser scanners do not function well under direct sunlight. Though prices vary, 2D
laser scanners are relatively expensive. The laser scanner will not be able to detect objects if
they are occluded by another object.

3.8.6.5 Lidar (light detection and ranging)
A Lidar sensor works under the same principle as the 2D scanner - but
scans areas in three dimensions instead. This technology has reached
high popularity over the last years - with the acknowledgement of its high
precision and incredibly long range (Arcmap, 2015). It is widely used to
make high-resolution maps, with applications in agriculture, archeology,
Figure 36: Lidar
geography, geology, seismology, atmospherics physics, but also serves as sensor
a technology for control and navigation for some autonomous cars etc.
- Pros: The Lidar technology has the capability to create real-time high resolution distance
calculations - with or without moving objects. Similar to the 2D scanner, it has the ability
detect multiple moving objects simultaneously, and to differentiate them by size, shape,
speed etc.
- Cons: Due to its long range, speed and precision, the Lidar technology is still quite expensive,
and might extent the needs for this project.

3.8.6.6 Summary
In an attempt to identify the appropriate sensor solution for this project, the above-mentioned
sensor technologies were taken into account. Considerations were made in terms of placement:
Could a single sensor of long range, like the 2D laser scanner, pointing down the path of the pump
track - be able to fulfill the task? Or should there be multiple sensors, like pir or ultrasonic sensors,
placed along the path - pointing across the path? Or should there be placed a sensor high up in the
air, like the Lidar, pointing down at the path?
A general opinion amongst the project members was that the sensors should ideally be as “invisible”
as possible, especially during daytime. They should not require a 10 m tall mast to point down, or be
constructed on the pavement along the path. As pointed out in analysis of luminaire type, vandalism
is a widespread issue in Roskilde, so the sensors should not be within reach of the general public.
Integrating one long range sensor in one of the lamp post was also discussed, but due to the issue of
occlusion - people being in the way of each other - it was decided that integrating the sensors in the
lamp posts along the path was ideal. The pump track is only going to be 1.5 m wide, so the scenario
of occlusion would happen rarely from that perspective.
When comparing the different types of sensors and their ability to detect people from the side of the
path, it was clear that the best qualified sensor was the 2D laser scanner. The ultrasonic sensor
would not be able to detect the position from that perspective (as it measured distances), the pir
sensor would not provide enough information (as it only detect whether there is motion or not), and
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using a 3D Lidar sensor would be too expensive in cost and computation. With its ability to detect
objects in the range of up to 270 degrees, and distances far beyond the ones required for this
project, the 2D laser scanner was chosen as the appropriate solution.

3.9 Public lighting for pedestrians/cyclists
In the process of designing light for the public, it is essential to understand the basic needs for
pedestrians and cyclists. While not much research has been done for lighting for cyclists, lighting for
pedestrians is a well-documented topic, and should provide good guidelines. In the research, Human
factors in lighting by Boyce et al. (Boyce 2014) it is described that the main objective, in lighting for
pedestrians, is to make sure pedestrians can see where they are, can move safely over the ground,
can assess the risk to personal security and avoid visual discomfort (Boyce, 2014 - p. 457). In order to
accommodate these needs, Boyce et al. mentions spatial brightness as a critical factor. Spatial
brightness is a measure of level and distribution of illuminance and light spectrum. While no current
studies have yet concluded the effect of light distribution on pedestrians, the effect of illuminance
and light spectrum has been studied.
It is commonly acknowledged that a high illuminance enhances the visibility and the ability to move
safely around. However, for the sake of saving energy consumption, different international
standards have been proposed to set a higher limit for the illuminance. While the standards for
average horizontal illuminance for pedestrians vary from country to country (Australia: 0.5-7 lux and
USA: 3-9 lux), the European Union has set the range from 2-15 lux. (Boyce, 2014-p.459) It is
important to stress that these recommendation are minima, so the values are likely to exceed the
upper limit in some areas (such as shopping malls).
A study of the speed and manner of movement through a large open-plan office under different
illuminances showed that an average illuminance of 1 lux on the route was required for smooth and
steady movement. This indicates, as Boyce et al. also addresses that the lighting standards might be
setting the bar a little too high. While this is for pedestrians, it must be noted that, in the pursuit of
identifying the proper light levels for cyclist, higher illuminance levels are required. Studies of car
parks in urban areas examined the effect of illuminance on pedestrian, cyclists and cars, and
concluded that an illuminance in the range of 10-30 lux is necessary and light sources with higher
scotopic/photopic ratio were preferred (Boyce, 2014 - p. 457).
Another factor that is considered import for public lighting is the ability to recognize faces.
Recognizing faces is associated with a higher sense of security (we will have the ability to assess
threats at a distance), but is also associated with better visibility of other people in public. Semicylindrical illuminance is used to measure this. Semi-cylindrical illuminance is the average
illuminance on the surface of an upright half cylinder. (Boyce,2014- 447). Rombauts et al. (1989)
claimed that confident face recognition is not possible beyond 17m and that a semi-cylindrical
illuminance on the face of 25 lx is sufficient to give confident identification at this distance. Boyce
and Rea(1990) examined the effects of different security lighting installations on people’s ability to
detect someone walking towards them, and then to recognize them between a selection of four b/w
photographs. The results showed that the probability to detect someone approaching reached 90%
at vertical illuminance of 4-10 lx on the person.
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Figure 37: Illustration of the vertical and horizontal illuminance (Group EDF n.d.)

Despite guiding the lighting designer to achieve appropriate light levels for pedestrians and cyclists,
Boyce et al. addresses that these recommendation often fail to meet many of the user’ desires.
“They certainly provide a basis for ensuring safe movement along a road and provide some guidance
about where the road goes, but they (recommendations) do not directly offer guidance on how to
illuminate the surrounding environment and avoid discomfort glare” (Boyce, 2014-p.480). Boyce et
al. argue that it takes someone with an eye for the site and an aesthetic sense to create an attractive
and comfortable installation which also meets the lighting criteria.

3.10 Interactive and Dynamic lighting in public:
The emergence of LED based lighting systems have during the past years revolutionized the way in
which lighting designers can shape public spaces with lighting. This is due to the LED being digitally
addressable, enabling immense possibilities for new types of interactions between users and the
lighting through integration of sensors and smart environments (Kelley, 2007). The field of
interactive lighting has been applied mostly to indoor lighting concept but with the development of
more sustainable and robust LED fixtures and systems, the potential for interactive lighting in
outdoor public environment have been largely increased (Jackson, 2015)
The outdoor lighting domain however has focused mostly on the LED’s efficiency and low cost of
ownership to save energy and money for local governments, due to its ability to be switched off
when no-one is present. However, the use of the LED for providing interactive city lighting for
entertainment is as still a fairly unexplored (Kelley, 2007). Interactivity in the public space can
connect people to each other and to the space in which they are in. The effect of allowing such
interactions is that the lighting changes from what we normally associate public lighting with - static
and boring, to an interesting dynamic behavior.
Going from static lighting in the public, to the possible dynamism that the interactive lighting
provides the notion of timing becomes increasingly important (Seitinger, 2013). Time dependent
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parameters for lighting has up until now focused on approximation of utility of the space in order to
save energy by switching off in unused hours. With the integration of a large variety of sensors,
detecting data such as wind, temperature, sound, human presence and humidity, it is now possible
to enable far more adaptive and communicative scenarios that convey time dependent information
back to its audience.
Additional to this, utilizing data from these sensors through Internet Of Things (IOT) and machine
learning algorithms, the level of knowledge that can be learned from these installations reaches far
beyond what we can imagine today (Jackson, 2015). One example of this could be that the level of
activity detected through motion sensors is collected and analyzed - feeding the machine learning
algorithms through a longer period of time. The more data the algorithm receives, the more it learns
about the activity patterns on site. This knowledge can ideally be applied back to the system,
enabling it to predict level of activity at what time during the day, week, and month.
Interactive lighting as an aesthetic experience
As a guideline for ensuring that future interactive lighting design installation attain the effect on the
public as envisioned, Peeters et al. discusses in his paper the aesthetic experience in interactive
lighting design (Peeters 2013) how he applies John Dewey’s notion that “the aesthetic experience, or
quality, is something that comes from both a bodily sensed experience and an intellectual
experience“, (Dewey, 1934). Dewey argues that in order for an installation to have profound impact
on the public, it must both have an impact on the immediate sensational level - achieved through an
aesthetically pleasing design, and on an intellectual level - achieved through associations to earlier
experience (memories, knowledge, and dreams). These two processes are “interdependent and
inseparable”, meaning that our experience of the aesthetic cannot be separated from its sociohistorical context.
Lighting responding to people’s movements and presence:
As this project is investigating potential ways in which people can affect the simulated flow of water,
the interactive element largely revolves around the physical presence and movement of the users.
As a reference to section water characteristics (section 3.4) the forces that the riders of a pump track
would have on water, would be somewhat similar to that of a boat sailing through water, applying
tension/pressure on the water along its path. A possible effect to replicate this scenario is to have
light following the rider through the track, and gradually degrading behind him/her (wave
characteristics- loss of energy). To understand the implications of such interaction - having light
following people in the public - Poulsen et al. examined, in his paper Full Scale Experiment with
Interactive Urban Lighting (Poulsen, 2011) how pedestrians’ movements can be used for controlling
the illumination of a town square. As people walked through the square, the general lighting was
dimmed slightly, and a brighter circle of light would follow them as they walked. An interesting
finding from this experiment was that most of the people who crossed the square did not notice the
change of illumination, but the people who could see the square from a distance clearly noticed the
effect. Poulsen et al. describes this phenomenon as a notion of actor and observer, in which the
actor triggers an effect which is easier recognizable for the observers than the actor himself.
This phenomenon was similarly experienced in a field experiment carried out in November 2016 in
Rabalderstræde, Musicon. The purpose of the experiment was to assess the potential of using
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responsive lighting as a playful interactive element for people “on wheel” in the public. The playful
part of the installation was that the lighting would respond to people’s speed. In fact it did not, but
was simulated by the test conductor, controlling eighth street lights real-time through a smartphone
app. The eight street lights were set to decrease in intensity, from fully lit, to completely off, in 6
different intervals corresponding to the speed of: walking, slow running, running, fast running,
cycling and fast cycling. As a person would approach the test area, the test conductor would
estimate the corresponding speed to that of the above mentioned intervals. Every time a person,
moving along the street, would pass a light post, the 8 street lights would be reset to fully lit. As
he/she continued towards the next light post, the light intensities across the eight city lights would
decrease again - but depending on the speed of the subject, the lights would either reach of point
where it goes completely off (subject is too slow), or the subject succeeds in reaching the other light
post, before the light goes completely off.
During the experiment it was recognized, as mentioned above, that most of the subjects did not
even realize that they had an impact on the change of illumination. From observations during the
experiment, it was learned that a possible reason for this could be that the subjects were inclined to
fixate their eyes on the pavement right in front of them. This was especially the case for people who
were walking, cycling slow, looking at their cellphone, or for people who walked in pairs. The lack of
awareness of their impact on their surroundings can perhaps be characterized to be the result of;
prioritized emphasis on safe movement and increased attention towards social interaction.
An additional factor that was deemed to have a big impact on the results of both the test in
Rabalderstræde, and the test Full Scale Experiment with Interactive Urban Lighting, was the visual
feedback that the citizens received. Was the interactions clear enough? For the test in
Rabalderstræde it turned out that using street lights - which is mounted high up in the air, resulting
in a wide beam spread and lower contrasts on the pavement, had difficulties conveying a clear
enough interaction between cause (human movement) and effect (light). It seems that in order to
provide clear enough feedback to cyclist/skaters/pedestrians for him/her to understand the
interaction, the light must be restricted to smaller areas and higher intensity differences. With
higher resolution (magnitude of sources), and with smaller distances between each source, it is
possible to provide a larger variety of appearances, which as a consequence conveys the interaction
more effectively.

3.11 Summary
The analysis examined relevant topics that apply to the final problem statement “how can we use
lighting to simulate the movement of, and physical interaction with, water on a public pump track,
while ensuring sufficient visibility?” This entailed an examination of the human relation to water, the
characteristics of water behavior, identification of recognized water scenarios, human perception of
blue from both an emotional, physical, spatial and electrical point of view, an examination of the
skating community, the sport that is related to pump tracks - BMX cycling, and the structural
character of pump tracks. For the practical part of the project, the analysis also investigated which
types of luminaires and sensor could fulfill their respective tasks of simulating motion of water and
detecting user positions on the pump track.
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In the analysis, it was learned that the mere observation of water has more than a satisfactory effect
on our mood - it can even have a positive impact on our health and wellbeing. Through the
examination of water characteristics, a number of essential observations were made:
- water is influenced by both gravity and surface tension. Though water is often influenced by
both forces, it is important to distinguish them from one another, since they shape waves
differently. Gravity waves reach far longer distances, elicit longer wavelengths and higher
speeds, whereas surface waves are more responsible for the “texture” of the water surface.
- Distribution and loss of energy was also identified an important element for simulation a
realistic wave.
- Two interfering waves will either cancel each other out (if having similar wavelengths and if
they are equally far away from equilibrium on both side), or will add up (if having similar
wavelengths and are on the similar side of equilibrium).
To identify relatable water scenario as inspiration for themes and for the programming phase, three
water scenarios were identified - rain, boat and current.
In the analysis of depth perception, it was learned that blue is the color in the visual spectrum that is
perceived to be farthest away. For the sake of simulating water, this might actually be an advantage,
as it could enable an additional perception of depth (between crest and trough) by adding white or
turquoise color as the “crest of the wave”.
In the examination of human perception of blue, it was learned that blue can elicit alertness and
concentration, but does also have the down effect of inhibiting our circadian rhythm (if exposed over
a longer period) and our ability to visually focus. A possible way around these disadvantaged would
be to occasionally add some green or white (red and green) to the light. In terms of circadian
rhythm, it would be a big issue if the lighting was exposed consistently to a certain number of
people. However, as this installation does not expose the light directly to nearby resident, this is not
considered an issue.
During a field observation of BMX riders in an indoor skating hall in Musicon, it was learned that the
level of concentration varied largely between the people who were riding the pump track and the
people who did not. It seems that it requires full concentration to ride a pump track, so it might
make more sense to focus on the observers and their experience of the lighting, rather than focusing
on the experience of the riders - which is mostly centered on the mere act of riding the pump track.
Though no official standards for lighting for cyclists in Denmark were found, research suggests that a
horizontal illuminance of 10-30 lux and fixtures of higher scotopic/photopic ratio is sufficient in
ensuring visibility of the cyclists on the pump track. Vertical illuminances of 4-10 lux were found to
be adequate in illuminating the riders, to ensure that they would not just be perceived as shadows.
In the process of designing interactive lighting in public spaces, examples of successful interactive
designs along with recommendations from different researchers engaged in this topic, has been
identified and analyzed. An essential finding from this analysis, is that, in order to succeed in
capturing and maintain the general interest of the public, it is a prerequisite to affect the users of
the space on two levels: an aesthetic level - the general intuitive respond people get from the
installation, and an intelligent level, which links the installation to a deeper meaning involving
memories, knowledge, associations etc. Additionally, it was deduced, that to use lighting to address
an already existing activity, which in this case would be that act of riding a pump track, it is crucial to
understand that the activity itself is enjoyable for the users. The lighting can accommodate or maybe
even enhance the sensation of riding the track, but should at all times omit becoming an obstacle for
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them. The proper solution must then balance between a lighting design that ensures sufficient
visibility, but at the same time can give an aesthetic and meaningful response to the activity on the
pump track.
In the pursuit of identifying the best fit luminaires for the project, multiple solutions were presented
and evaluated. However, one factor turned out to overrule most of the suggested solutions - the fact
that vandalism is a rather common phenomenon in the area. Thus, having pullert light, ground
recessed led strips or ground recessed led lights integrated in the pavement were not an option due
to the high risk of being vandalized. Spotlight, however, were considered to be the appropriate
solution, due to the above mentioned reason, but also because this solution would keep a distance
to the pump track, to omit becoming an obstacle.
Through thorough analysis of possible sensor solutions, with an emphasis on factors such as range,
price, response time, robustness etc., it was learned that 2D laser scanners were best fit to fulfill the
task of detecting people along the track.

4. Component criteria
Prior to identifying the proper component for the project, it is essential to set a series of criteria for
both the spotlight and for the 2D laser scanner. These criteria are formed on the basis of the
analysis, and will ensure that the chosen component fulfills their purpose.

4.1 Spotlight
-

The spotlight should:
- Be addressable
- Contain RGB(W) values
- Provide a minimum horizontal illuminance of 10 lux on the pavement
- Provide a minimum vertical illuminance of 4 lux
- Have a high efficacy
- Not cause glare (filter might be required)
- Allow DMX control
- Have a lifespan of more than 40.000 hours.

4.2 2D Laser Scanner
-

The 2D laser scanner that that will qualify for the project, should:
- React without significant delays (below 70ms)
- Be able to function properly under outdoor environmental factors, such as:
- Temperatures below -10 degrees and above 30 degrees
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- Rain/ high humidity
- Ambient light above 60.000 lx
Last for more than 15+ years
Be easily installed and reinstalled: to ensure it is accessible if not functioning
properly
Provide a minimum of three detection fields

5. Design and implementation
After extensive examination of the underlying considerations, pitfalls and possibilities of this project,
involving the aesthetic and interactive part of the project (water simulation), human factors (safe
lighting for cyclists, perception of color) and the practical part of the project (examination of
luminaires, sensors, system, placement), it is possible to draw an overall design for the pump track.
The design concept is developed to answer the final problem statement “how can we use lighting to
simulate the movement of, and interaction with, water on a public pump track, while ensuring sufficient
visibility?”, along with the three main goals and their respective sub-goals.

The design and implementation chapter will consist of three parts.
The first part will explain the overall design concept, which will emphasize the aesthetic and
interactive character of the lighting installation.
The second part will explain why choosing this particular concept benefits the final problem
statement and meets the goals of the project.

-

The third part will explain the practical part of the design. Here, the different components that have
been chosen for the project (in collaboration with DONG, ÅF, SEAS-NVE, Roskilde Municipality) will be
presented, along with information on placement, height and direction.
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5.1 Concept Design
The design concept will consist of four main elements: Visual expression, layers, behavior and
timing.

5.1.1 Visual Expression
5.1.1.1 Scenarios
Water physics and behavior was examined in the analysis, to strengthen the association to water.
This gave inspiration to potential water scenarios that people could recognize and relate to. Inspired
by this research, four main scenarios were chosen.

Figure 38: Four scenarios are used as a guideline for how water behaves under different stimuli/forces.
Associating these scenarios to how the surrounding area and people on the pump track can apply
“forces” on the installation, the behavior of water in these specific scenarios will be simulated.

The scenarios were chosen based on the different forces that are applied to the water. These forces
can be related to the forces that will be applied to the pump track and the area around it. The
scenarios will be further elaborated in behavior 5.1.6 and tested in the evaluation chapter (section
6.1.5).

5.1.1.2 Wave design
In the pursuit of simulating water through lighting, and being restricted to one dimension, the color
information on each pixel (spotlight) is important for the “realism” of representing water. As first
demonstrated by Goethe in his Theory of Colors and later supported by the study of the
chromostereoptic effect (Faubert, 1994) the perception of depth is greatest at the short wavelengths
(blue) of the visual spectrum. As an addition to this, it is also commonly acknowledged that dark
objects appear farther away than light objects. In a 3-dimensional world, the lower curve of a water
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wave would be further away from the eye - suggesting a dark blue appearance, while the crest of the
wave would be closer to the eye - suggesting a lighter appearance.
The images below illustrate the basic representations of waves through color. The first image shows
the light wave’s resting state - the state in which no energy is applied to the pump track, the second
image show the light wave influenced by low amounts of energy, and the last image show the light
wave influenced by high amounts of energy.

No energy: RGB values = (110,110,256);

Low energy: RGB values = (90-130, 90-130,256);

High energy: RGB values = (0-200, 0-200,256);

Figure 38: The three illustrations above are
screenshots from Processing 2.0. They show
three variations of energy in the water.

5.1.2 Layers
Inspired by John Dewey’s notion that an interactive installation will only succeed, if it affects the
audience on both an aesthetic and an intelligent level, the pump track will be divided into an
aesthetic layer and an interactive layer. Additionally, a functional layer will ensure sufficient visibility.
Each of them will have different responsibilities.

5.1.2.1 Functional layer
The functional layer will be responsible for ensuring that the lighting provides enough illuminance to
accommodate the functional needs of the users. In this case, the lighting needs to ensure that the
users can actually ride the pump track. This entails providing sufficient illuminance for the riders to
assess the spatial challenges ahead of them, such as obstacles or changes in directionality or
curvature.
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5.1.2.2 Aesthetic layer
The aesthetic interactive layer will have the responsibility of conveying a general lively and fluent
expression of the lighting installation. This is the layer responsible for sparking the initial interest of
the users and creating and general ambient appearance.

5.1.2.3 Behavior layer
The interactive layer will be responsible for instigating a playful interaction between the users of
Raadhusparken, and the visual expression of the pump track. This layer goes beyond the aesthetic
layer, in the sense that it requires the users to assess, experiment with and understand the
interaction. How the interactive layer is designed will depend on the amount of activity on the pump
track, time of the day and the amount of activity in Musicon, further explained in Behavior (Section
5.1.3)

5.1.3 Behavioral layer
In the same way that the behavior of water is always a result of external forces, the lighting
installation of the pump track in Raadhusparken will be fully dependent on the amount of “energy”
that is applied to the area. The types of energies that can have an influence on the installation can be
divided into three categories:
- the amount of activity (events) in Musicon,
- the amount of activity on the pump track over time
- the current activity on the pump track

5.1.3.1 Indirect interaction
The illustrations below attempts to clarify the approach to the interactive layer. Though it is in fact
interactive, it does not explain how the light interacts directly with the users as they are riding it.
This will be explained in the subsequent section.
The Vibrancy State scheme (figure 39) will be used as an indicator for how “vibrant” the lighting will
be. The appearance of these states is inspired by the Wind and Rain scenarios explained in section
5.1.3. By calculating the amount of detections per hour, the User Occupancy parameter, visible on
the left side, will keep track on how much activity there is on the pump track, from hour to hour, and
will communicate this on to the next visitors. The Musicon Event parameter will keep track on the
level of activity in the Music
on area. The more activity, the more vibrancy. By measuring the amount of activity in Musicon and
amount of activity on the pump track – the lighting can have 5 overall states of Vibrancy. The states
of Vibrancy is illustrated through the color codes, and further explained in figure 39.
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Figure 39: Vibrancy Measurement: The cumulative level of activity/Vibrancy
on the pump track and in Musicon is measured through the color codes
represented above. The more used detected and the bigger events in
Musicon – the higher the Vibrancy

Based on the average activity on the pump track and the general amount of activity on Musicon,
different levels of light waves will be created. The blue wave in figure 40 indicates the lowest
amount of activity, whereas the red wave indicates the highest amount of activity. (note; the color
codes do not explain the color of the waves, just the vibrancy). All five states have an influence on
the frequencies of the waves, their respective wavelengths and the amplitudes/intensities.

Figure 40: Vibrancy states. The different vibrancy states are conveyed through a
change in wavelengths, frequencies and amplitudes.
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5.1.3.2 Direct Interaction
Light follows
With the intention of instigating a playful and experimental approach to riding the pump track in
Raadhusparken, the lighting will respond directly to the presence of the users on the track. The
interaction is meant as a reference to the boat scenario - which forces tension on the water surface
around it and distributes the energy of the waves behind it. As the rider enters the pump track, light
around him/her will increase in intensity. Continuing along the pump track, the wave of light will
follow the rider and smoothly decrease in intensity behind him/her.
Lights responds
When the state of general Vibrancy is above 3 (few users + big event, many users + medium event or
many users + big event), the light will begin to act a little differently. This can be thought of as an
additional effect that only occurs when enough activity has happened in the area.
As the rider reaches the end of
the track, a wave of light will
be pushed back (figure 41).
The wave will respond by
replicating the speed of the
rider and will start at a high or
medium intensity (depending
on the speed) and gradually
decrease until returning to its
resting state. The higher the
speed of the rider, the longer
the responding wave will last,
and the farther it will go.
As higher speeds generate
more energy, this will be
Figure 41: as the user reaches the end of the track, a wave of light will
visually apparent when
be generated and pushed back
comparing the responding
wave from different users. Raadhusparken will be a place of many types of different users, with
varying experiences with riding a pump track, and with various “wheel tools”. The speed of the users
on the pump track will thus vary a lot. The higher purpose of “rewarding” the better pump riders is
that it should become a motivational factor for them to get better. The illustration below
demonstrates the level of potential energy that different types of user can apply to the installation.
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5.1.5 Timing
Timing is essential for a successful lighting design - without a well thought through timing of a
lighting installation, the potential pitfalls would be that the installation will use an unnecessary
amount of energy by illuminating during daytime when the sunrays will outshine the installation, or
at times when the least amount of people are present (during night hours). Despite the obvious
environmental issue in not timing an installation well, the well-being and comfort of nearby
residents is also at risk. Thus, the lighting installation will follow a set of rules for how much it will lit
and at what times throughout the day.
As a general rule, the installation will be turned on from civil twilight (right after sunset) until 1am,
where the use of the path is expected to be at its minimum. Instead of the lighting turning
completely off, it will remain at its lowest Vibrancy state (see section 5.1.3) dimmed down to 50%,
ensuring just enough illuminance for people to see and navigate through the pump track. At 6 am
the lighting will go back to 100%, and will again be affected by indirect and direct interaction until
sunrise, where it will turn completely off. These set of rules work well for winter, spring and fall, but
will not apply to the Danish summer. Here, the light will only be turned on between sunset and 1am.

5.2 Goals
To elaborate further on the reasoning behind the concept choices, the original goals and sub-goals
will be presented again, with a subsequent explanation.
1. INVITE PEOPLE TO USE THE PATH
Invite people to use the path:
There are many ways to invite people to use a path. They can be “manipulated” by a lighting design
that guides their attention, making them either follow the path without consciously knowing why, or
they can be directly attracted by the lighting. However, as for this project, the way in which the
lighting “invites” people, is directed at their prior experience of passing Raadhuspark and the pump
track. The lighting will invite people based on their willingness to experiment with and interact with
the installation.
Invite people to stay and play at the squares
The pump track itself is a playful element along the Musicon Path which will invite people to slow
down or stay for a little. By adding a layer of lighting (functional layer), the mere attraction for riding
the pump track will increase because the lighting provides the sufficient visibility. On top of this, the
aesthetic layer (see section 5.1.2) of the lighting design will create visual interest by conveying a
sense of vibrant/dynamic appearance. By offering direct interaction between users of the pump
track and the lighting, the directly interactive layer (see section 5.1.2.2) will promote a playful and
experimental approach to riding a pump track.
Give the path an identity
The signified character of the path will be centered around the concept of flow of water, which will
be conveyed through the lighting on the pump track. Flow of water will also be the concept of spot 3
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and spot 5, which is currently being developed by former lighting design student, Esben Oxholm in
collaboration with Frederik Borello.
2. BE INNOVATIVE
Function as a Living Lab
The lighting on the pump track will, on many levels, function as a Living Lab. There are many aspects
of this project which are innovative, but the primary interest of using the area as a Living Lab, is to
see how people react when they realize they can have an impact on the lighting. How do they react?
Do they try it once, and never again? Do they stay and have play around? Since this has not been
done before, we really do not know, and can most likely only learn from seeing the effect in real life.
Be able to notify users on the path about events at Musicon
The system that will be used in this project (section 5.3.4) have the capacity to be notified when
certain events are happening at Musicon, and subsequently convey this information through a
change in appearance of the lighting. In the concept design it was explained how the level of activity
happening at Musicon (small event - medium event - big event) could affect the level of Vibrancy. To
convey the message even clearer, a new color theme could overwrite the blue- water theme at
special events, while still remaining its dynamic liquid-like appearance
3. BE SUSTAINABLE
As stressed in section 5.1.5 (Timing), timing is essential for keeping the energy usage and
environmental impact low. Synchronizing the timing of the installation with the day/night cycle
throughout the year will be the basis for ensuring a sustainable solution. On top of that, the lighting
will also be influenced by the amount of activity on the pump track. The less activity, the lower state
of Vibrancy (section 5.1.3) and the lower overall intensity. This will consequently also mean lower
overall power consumption and environmental impact.

5.3 Implementation
After agreeing upon the different criteria for the respective components (primarily luminaires,
sensors and lighting system) of the project, and through extensive examination of potential products
available on the market, it was possible to select the adequate components for the project.
It must be noted that the official list of component extents my field of knowledge, as it also entails
details such as wiring, insulation, electrical component for ensuring adequate distribution of current,
boxes for storing the lighting system etc. All these details will be available in the appendix (11.711.13). What will be emphasized in this section is:
- The selection of lamppost: placement, height
- The selection of fixtures: placement, height, direction
- The selection of sensors: special fitting, integration in mildwide, height, direction
- The selection of lighting system
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5.3.1 Lamp post
Product
The lamp post that was chosen for the project was Milewide’s lamp
post Ø170 (6.3m) (see appendix 11.9). The advantage of this lamp
post was Frederik Borello’s prior experience with it, along with its
flexibility in terms of placing multiple fixtures and special integration
of sensors.
With respect to the general appearance of the installation in
daylight, the amount of “obstacles” for the rider, and the simplicity
of the installation, it was decided that the amount of lamp posts
should be kept at a minimum. To accommodate this need, it was
agreed upon, that the lamp posts should contain both fixtures and
sensors.
Figure 43: Milewide lamp

Placement
post 6.3m
The placement of the lamp post was carefully thought over, as it
should both be far enough away from the pump track to prevent becoming an obstacle, should be
close enough for the fixtures to provide the appropriate luminance and distribution, and should
enable integrated sensors to detect people properly. Based on these considerations (which will be
further elaborated in the sensor section) it was chosen that the lamp post should be placed 5 meter
away from the pump track. This way, it was considered to be far enough away from the pump track,
and close enough for allowing proper illuminance and detection. With 10m between each lamp post,
the total amount of lamp posts for the pump track was chosen to be 7. Originally it was chosen that
there should be 8 lamp posts, but since the fixtures on the last lamp post would likely interfere with
the regular path lighting on the Musicon Path, making them superfluous, it was chosen that 7 lamp
posts would be enough.
To make the lamp posts less receptive towards stickers, the mast will be painted with anti-stickers.

5.3.2 Fixture
In his 10 years of experience in the industry, Frederik Borello (ÅF) stressed early in the project that
he has been collaborating with the Italian fixture company DTS in many occasions, and that they
have a high quality in their products. Thus, a fixture from this company was selected.

Product
DTS EOS 6 FULL COLOR MEDIUM BEAM was chosen for the project, based on its capacity to use RGB
values, its beam angle, its rather low power consumption of max 18W, its lifespan, its price and its
physical appearance. All information on the fixture is attached in appendix (11.12).
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6 x Full Color RGBW LED;
2,300 Lumens @ 500mA
LED Channels: 4 (Red/Green/Blue/White)
LED lifespan: 50,000 hours (70% lumen output)
DMX 512, RDM and ArtNet

Figure 44: DTS EOS 6 FULL
COLOR MEDIUM BEAM (full
detail in appendix 11.12)

Integration of fixtures on Milewide lamp post
It was decided that three fixtures per lamp post would be the appropriate number to provide
illuminance along 10 m’s of the pump track (due to the distance between each lamp post being 10
m). One fixture in the height of 5.7m, one in 5.4m height and one in 5.1 height.
The illustration below shows three lamp posts on a linear path, with three fixtures on each.

Figure 45: Luminance on the pavement from EOS
6. (Frederik Borello, ÅF)

The calculations show that the criteria for minimum horizontal illuminance
of 10-30 lux defined in section 4.1 were met.
Honey-comb filter
To prevent users of the track to experience the sensation of glare (since
the height of the fixtures are relatively low), a Honey-comb filter were
chosen as a filter for the fixture.
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5.3.3 Sensor
To select the right 2D laser sensor, a meeting was held with sales engineer Ken Skov and product
manager Carsten Bruhn from the widely respected an applied German sensor company SICK (sensor
intelligence). During the meeting, which was held at ÅF Lighting, Herlev, different 2D laser sensors
were introduced and demonstrated. From the requirements that we set for the sensor, Ken Skov and
Carsten Bruhn suggested a set of appropriate 2D laser scanners. Based on the discussed advantages
and disadvantages of those sensors, the final 2D laser scanner was selected.

Product
With the goal of detecting exact positioning of multiple users on the track,
simultaneously, extensive examination of different sensor technologies
were conducted in the sensor analysis. Based on pros and cons of the
different sensors (section 3.8.6.6) and the criteria set, SICK’s 2D laser
sensor TIM361-2134101 was selected. See appendix for more information
(appendix 11.10).
With a response time of maximum 67ms, a detection range of 270 degrees,
an operating range of up to 10 meters, its ability to function under ambient Figure 47: TIM 361,
2D Laser Scanner
light of up to 80.000 lux and temperatures between -25 and 50 degrees,
this sensor was deemed to have the capabilities necessary for this project.
An additional advantage of the SICK sensor has integrated software, SOPAS, which makes it easily
manageable and programmable. Through the SOPAS software, it is possible to customize three
detection fields (one for each fixture), and can be set to only detect objects of particular sizes. This
way, the sensor can be programmed to ignore interfering objects such as birds, spiders, leafs etc.
Placement and angle
Deciding on the proper height and angle of the sensors was crucial for the laser sensor to be able to
detect users of different heights on the pump track. With the intention of integrating the sensor in
the Milewide lamp post, A 2D representation of the pump track and the Milewide lamp post (as
visualized below), were used to estimate the proper placement and direction.
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Figure 48: Calculating the angle of the TIM 361 2D laser scanner.

Placing the 2D laser scanner in the height of 3.3 meters and with a degree of approximately 19 is
estimated to be appropriate for detecting users of varying heights. Since the pump track has not yet
been built, and we do not have any official drawings, the values are estimated based on feedback
from Dirtbuilders (the company that will build it5). Once the pump track has been built, the angles
might need to be modified to accommodate its task.
Since integrating a 2D laser scanner in a
lamp posts is a fairly new approach to
interactive lighting in public (no similar
projects have been found), a special
solution was necessary. It must be noted,
that I was not responsible for this work.
The solution was solely developed by
Frederik Borello in collaboration with
Milewide. All the drawing are available in
appendix. (11.11)
Figure 49: The image above illustrates how the SICKTIM 361 2D laser scanner will be integrated in the
Milewide lamp post.

5

http://www.dirtbuilders.com/
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The sensors have to be established on a special
fitting in the mast. The fittings will be
constructed in a way that allows the sensor angle
to be modified, from 19 degree + - 5 degrees. As
the sensors have been mounted, they must
detect movements within a 10-12m wide
detection field along the pump track.

Figure 50: Special adjustable fitting for the 2D
laser to be attached inside the Milewide lamp
post.

5.3.4 Lighting Control System
The lighting control system that was chosen for this project is called Mosaic Designer, consisting of a
compact controller, Mosaic Show Controller and a software for programming the light and
interaction, called Mosaic Designer 2 Software. See appendix for more information (11.13)
Mosaic Show Controller
For the convenience of Frederik Borello’s experience with
this control system, the Mosaic Designer system was
chosen. He estimated early in the project that this system
would be able to handle the interaction and visual
expression as explained in Design Concept. The controller
supports DMX512 and DMX-over-Ethernet protocols to LED
fixtures, making it able to output directly (DMX512) or send
Figure 51: Lighting system:
Mosaic Show Controller
the data across a network (DMX-over-Ethernet). A built-in realtime clock enables the controller to recognize astronomical cues
such as “sunset” and “sunrise”, depending on location.
Offering up to 2048 channels, this controller has the capacity to control a large amount of fixtures
and their respective RGB (W) values.
Mosaic Designer 2 Software
The software provides a framework
for creating a large variety lighting
scenarios. The interface is rather
intuitive, making the programming of
individual pixels a matter of drag-anddrop. A great advantage of the
software is that it also allows for
different types of triggers. This
Figure 52: Mosaic Designer Software
essentially enables the integration of
sensor data in the system, which is a prerequisite for making the installation directly interactive.
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6. Evaluation:
The Design and Implementation section explained how the final problem statement, “how can we
use lighting to simulate the movement of, and interaction with, water on a public pump track, while
ensuring sufficient visibility?” was approached, both from a conceptual and practical standpoint. At
this point in the project, all components have been selected (available in appendix 11.7), and the
overall concept for the lighting behavior (section 5.1.3) and visual expression (section 5.1.3) have
been presented in concept design.
This section will go further in depth with assessment of different “water codes” - to get an estimate
of how its visual expression is actually perceived and to pinpoint essential programming criteria for
simulating the motion of water. Additionally, a physical test of the sensor will be presented, to see
how well it detects.
Based on the finale problem statement, two research questions have been formulated and will be
evaluated in this section:
- “Does the light look similar to the movement of water?”
- “Does the sensor detect exact position of the users?”
The Evaluation section will be divided into two main sections:
- Simulation and assessment:
- This section will be responsible answering the first research question. The first
section will explain the pipeline of simulating/programming “fluid” in a 1dimensional array of pixels/lights and will examine the visual expression and
interaction between the users and pixels, from both a programming aspect and from
the aspect of the observer.
- Practical experiment:
- This section will be responsible for answering the second research question. It will
entail a physical experiment with the chosen sensor. The test procedure and results
will subsequently be presented.

6.1 Simulation and assessment:
This section will approach the research question “does the movement of light look similar to the
movement of water?” by presenting the challenges and possibilities of programming this effect on
an array of 21 spot lights. The summary and results (see section 6.1.5.4 and 6.1.5.5) will conclude the
findings.
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6.1.1 Addressing pixels in Processing:
In the process of programming a 1-dimensional
representation of fluid motion, the first approach was to
address pixel in Processing 2.06. The reasoning behind
using this software was that the online community of
processing is wide, so there is a wide range of
documentation and sketches available online. This was
deemed a fast way of trying out different approaches to
the programming of liquid motion. Additionally, it was
also assessed, that in case a code would work after the
intentions, it would be somewhat straight forward to use
it for addressing lights. The reason for this is that there is
not a big difference between addressing pixels in an
array and addressing fixtures.

Figure 53: Processing 2.0 was used for the
early stages of addressing a 1-dimensional
array of pixels.

Example of fluid representation),
Below (Figure 45) is a screenshot from a sketch that applies the amplitude of a 2-dimensional wave
to address intensity variations in a 1-dimensional representation of liquid motion. The colors that
were chosen to represent crest and trough was extracted from the knowledge gained in section 3.6.

Figure 54: Transforming a 2-dimentional wave into a 1-dimensional representation. The low points on the
wave are dark blue, and the crests of the waves entail more white.

Example of interaction
An attempt was made to program the light follows (boat) and light responds from the directly
interactive layer (see section 5.1.3.3). A simple way of simulating the interaction was to make the
program check the mouse position. As the program checks which pixel the mouse position is over,
the intensity of the pixel will increase
fast and slowly decrease afterwards.
Figure 55 shows how the 1-dimensional
array of lights looks as the mouse is
moving rightward.
Figure 55: Experimentation of "Boat effect"(see section
5.1.3)

6
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With the purpose of programming the responsive wave, the program will initiate a wave, if;
1: the mouse position has been checked over each pixel (sensor detects presence at all spotlights)
2: if the detection of the user follows the right order of pixels (user rides through the entire track)
3: if the sequence of detections follow a certain interval ( if the speed of the user is somewhat
constant).
If all of the above statements are true, the average speed of the user is calculated and a responsive
wave initiated.
The reason why this was important to test was that if this effect should be useable in the real
installation, it should not be able to be triggered unless someone actually is riding through the entire
track. It should be an incitement to actually ride the entire track. By checking the order of the
detections and timing between each detection, the program ensures that the effect could not be
triggered by other factors. With the data of the timing between each detection, the program was
also able to calculate the average “speed”, which was then used for the responsive wave.

6.1.2 Addressing LED strip through Arduino
As the initial idea for illuminating the pump track was to use LED strips along its path, experiments
with an addressable LED strip through Arduino7 was also conducted in the early stages of the project
(as explained in the section 3.8.1). The experimentation of different codes in Processing seemed to
transfer well into the programming language of Arduino - displaying a strip of fluid-like light as
shown in the figure 27, section 3.8.1.

6.1.3 Addressing spotlights in Unity
As it became clear that spotlights were going to be used on the pump track, programming the
visualization of liquid motion through LED strips and pixels on the computer was not sufficient
anymore. Although the different codes that were used in Processing and Arduino were still usable,
their visual representation (pixels/led chips instead of spotlight) was deemed too far from how it
would actually look in real life. Thus, it was decided, that in order to provide a much more realistic
setup to assess the lighting from, the codes used to represent liquid motion in Processing and
Arduino would instead be used to address spotlights in a virtual environment. This way, it would be
possible to get a much better estimate of how the lighting will look on the pump track, both from
the perspective of riders on the track, and spectators around the track. The widely acknowledged
3D-programming software, Unity 8 has the capability to do so, and was thus chosen for simulating
the lighting scenario. By utilizing a plan drawing of Raadhusparken and the pump track, a virtual
representation of the area was modelled in Maya 9 and subsequently imported into Unity, where
textures and lights were added. A screenshot from the simulation is presented in figure 56, showing
the pump track around the Musicon Path.

7

http://www.arduino.org/
https://unity3d.com/
9
https://www.autodesk.dk/products/maya/overview
8
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Figure 56: 3D representation of the interactive lighting on the pump track in Raadhusparken

6.1.4 Simulating interaction in Unity
As this project does not only concern the visual representation of light (water) in motion, but also
the interaction with light (water), a prerequisite for illustrating the behavior(see section 5.1.3) of the
light, is that it is influenced by users on the pump track. To accommodate this command, a variety of
users (represented as spheres) were animated along the track. This way, it was possible to illustrate
and experiment with how the lighting behaves under different stimuli.

Figure 57: Animated balls (for representing people) were animated along the track. This enabled
experimentation with different interactive lighting effects, and the ability to assess the effects from the
perspective of an observer in Raadhusparken.
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Figure 58: An example of the Boat effect (see section 5.1.3.2) from the perspective of an observer on the
Musicon Path. The ball (person) is moving leftwards and drags lights with it.

Figure 59: An example of the Boat effect (see section 5.1.3.2) from the perspective of a rider on the pump
track.

6.1.5 Unity observations
The purpose behind simulating the motion of lighting in the virtual environment was to create a
platform for evaluating the influence of different “water codes” on the general appearance of the
area. Does the lighting have the intended effect when observed from the ground? How is the visual
effect from the perspective of the rider? Is the interaction visually apparent? Is it too much? Too
fast?
Without going too much in depth with the specific water codes, which were used and developed for
purpose of this project this section will evaluate what can be learned from observing the different
light scenarios (explained in section 5.1.1.1.) in Unity. With a reference to the motion of water, this
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evaluation will attempt to identify essential criteria that must be met when the lighting will be
installed on the pump track. In addition, some considerations will also be inferred from a
programming perspective.

6.1.5.1 Current
One of the prerequisites for simulating water was to find a way to simulate current - like the
appearance of water when being influenced by wind over long distances or when running down a
river. Multiple solutions were attempted to create this effect. One algorithm that seemed to do the
job particularly well - creating both flow and natural changes in intensities (amplitudes) was the
Perlin Noise, developed by Ken Perlin in 1983 (Perlin, 1985). When applied properly, the algorithm
was able to alter the intensities in a smooth, realistic, but also unpredictable fashion.
The speed of the current turned out to be a really important factor. The higher speeds seemed
digital and unrealistic, and did not have that flow appearance that water would have in a similar
setting. Also, due to its algorithmic proposition, the Perlin Noise wave did not create very apparent
intensity variations, which as a result made the depth of the “water” less apparent. Changing the
mapping between values and intensities turned out to make a more realistic scenario.

6.1.5.2 Rain
In the attempt to program the appearance of rain dropping on the water surface, it was learned that
the level of randomization and timing is important. Randomization was used two places in the code:
it was used to randomly pick out spotlights within a certain time interval, and randomly pick a level
of intensity that the light should reach before decreasing back to its low energy/idle state. This
worked quite well when the timing was held relatively high (resulting in fewer rain drops), but the
moment the timing was held below a certain interval (resulting in many rain drops) the lighting
would become unpleasant to observe from the ground. It seems that the magnitude of “activities”
(raindrops) should be held down to maintain a smoother appearance. Another attempt to work
around this issue was to make the raindrops spread out and affect the adjacent spotlights. This
actually resulting in a smoother appearance, but did not get closer to the appearance of rain.

6.1.5.3 Boat effect
With reference to the boat scenario in the design chapter - having lights follow the rider and slowly
degrading in intensity behind him/her, different codes were assessed through observations in Unity.
In the initial attempt to program this scenario, the light around the rider would instantly jump to a
certain intensity and subsequently fade out behind him. When this scenario was observed in
Processing it looked good, but the moment it was possible to observe the effect from ground
perspective in Unity, it was clear that the big jumps in intensities did not express the smoothness of
water. Thus a prerequisite for this effect to work properly was to make smooth transitions in
intensities.
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6.1.5.4 Summary
In the pursuit of simulating water, and the interaction of different forces on water, multiple steps
were taken. As an initial standpoint, the motion of the light was programmed in Processing by
addressing an array of pixels. The wide open-source community of Processing provided valuable data
and available sketches to approach the programming of liquid with.
As the project progressed and it was commonly agreed upon that spotlights were going to be used, it
became clear, that in order to properly assess the lighting effects, it was necessary to simulate the
lighting in a different way. Thus, Unity was used to address the light in a virtual environment based
on drawings of Raadhusparken and the soon-to-come pump track. Where the assessment of the
lighting effects were previously based on pixels, the assessments could now be based on a much
more realistic setup in Unity involving physical activity on the pump track- enabling realistic
perspectives such as from an observer or from the rider him/herself.
Different lighting scenarios, based on the ones presented in Design, were observed and assessed in
Unity - to see how they influenced the general appearance of the area, and to see how the flow of
the light was perceived. Considerations were made both from an aesthetic perspective (how it is
perceived) and a programming perspective (how it is coded).
From a general perspective, it was learned that in order to shape a lighting scenario that best
imitates the flow of water, it is important that the speed of the current is not too high. Large
intensity differences are preferable - as it gives a much more apparent perception of depth.
However, for low Vibrancy states (see section 5.1.3), small intensity differences could work as well.
Transitions between intensities should be smooth, as it was learned that rapid changes in intensities
appeared unnatural.
Through observations of the interaction between riders on the track and the lighting (boat effect –
see section 5.1.3.3) it was learned that the different speeds of the riders (they were programmed to
contain different speeds), had an influence on the lighting effect. The higher the speed they had, the
longer the wave behind them would last. This gave good indications as to how the boat effect will
look when the installation is done. If it turns out that detecting the speeds of the users will become
too big a programming task, we now know that their different speeds will in fact have an influence
on the lighting, even without actually calculating them.
It became clear that the appearance of the lighting was very dependent on the perspective from
which you observe the lighting. While the effects were very visible for the observers (especially the
people on the Musicon path), the effects were not as apparent from the perspective of the riders as their perspective was fixated on the pavements ahead of them. This corresponds well to the field
observations that were carried out in Musicon (see section 3.7.2), which revealed a noticeable gab
between the level of focus and attention of people riding the track and people who did not ride the
track.

6.1.5.5 Results
To give an answer to the research question “Did the light simulated water?” the answer must be
both yes and no. Some of lighting effects that was obtained provided the smoothness and variation
that is associated with water, while other codes looked digital and unnatural. Key criteria for the
visual expression of the lighting, was identified. The speed of motion of the water has to be kept
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down. A common tendency of the different codes in Unity was that they moved way to fast, eliciting
a digital appearance which was not desired. Through trial and error, methods for slowing down the
codes were learned. Another criterion that was identified was that the intensity transitions had to be
smooth. While this does not necessarily mean that the transitions should be slow, it rather suggests
that a transition from one intensity to another should contain as many values in between as
possible. It was also learned that large variations of intensities throughout the array of spotlight was
necessary for conveying a sense of depth. From a programming perspective, this issue was
approaches by changing the mapping of values from the algorithms to the values of the spot lights.
It seems that the codes that accommodated the above mentioned criteria, actually did the best job
in simulating water. The Perlin Noise wave turned out to do the job particularly well, as it did have
the smooth transitions, slow speeds and high intensity difference, but what made it really stand out,
was its ability to be unpredictable. In the same way as the motion of water is extremely hard to fully
predict and understand, the light on the pump track should move in unpredictable ways.

6.1.6 Validity of Unity
Since this project used an alternative approach to testing interactive lighting - through the use of
Unity, the validity of using it as a test platform was consulted with the other project member during
a meeting, and through an interview with Tine Byskov Søndergaard. After presenting a simulation of
the interactive lighting installation, some general commentaries were gathered from the project
members. A general opinion was that it should not be used to discuss the design, unless I had
deliberately selected a set of designs that I would benefit from getting feedback on. In concern to
the benefits/disadvantages of simulating such environment, Tine expressed - “I believe it makes
sense when being used for big and innovative projects. For small and regular lighting projects, I
believe it doesn’t make sense. This is because customers already have prior experience with similar
projects, and thus have clear expectation as to what they want and what they will get. For innovative
projects like this one, I believe it is different. Since customers don’t have any prior experience of the
kind of project of interest, a simulation can efficiently communicate the ideas to the customers providing a frame of reference”. Head consultant of Roskilde Municipality and project member
Jeremy Andrew Dennis expressed that the simulation could actually turn out to be a determining
factor for providing more money for the project, because it can communicate the potentials of the
installation. As it stands right now, the municipality will only cover for half of the pump track, in
order to save money. So receiving additional funds would mean that we could illuminate the entire
pump track. Electrical and lighting engineer at ÅF lighting and project member Frederik Borello,
expressed that there could also be a risk to simulations/animations like this. Since simulations rarely
provide a completely realistic representation of how it will actually look, false expectations might
arise - which ultimately will lead to disappointments when the installation is constructed. His
concern particularly regarded the simulation of the interactivity on the pump track. Programming in
Unity is different from programming in Mosaic Designer, so there is a risk that not all the
interactivity exposed in Unity will be able to be replicated in real life.
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6.2 Practical Experiments:
As a prerequisite for answering the research question “Does the sensors enable exact position of
users on the pump track?” this section will present a practical test on the 2D laser scanner, to see
how well it detects.

6.2.1 Testing 2D laser scanner
Prior to permanently mounting the 2D laser scanner to the Milewide lamp post, it was necessary to
see how well the sensor performed in a similar setup as the one explained in section 5.3.3. To do so,
a physical test was conducted outside the office of ÅF lighting, Herlev with Frederik Borello.

6.2.1.1 Setup
To be able to conduct a useful test on the integrated sensor
solution, a variety of equipment were necessary. Frederik had
constructed a prototype for the special fitting of the sensor,
as seen in figure 60. With the help of a latter and a wall, it
was possible to position the mast at the right height (where
the sensor height is 3.3m) and slope (vertical), as seen in
figure 62. With a laptop and the SOPAS-software which
receives and illustrates real-time data from the sensor
through an Ethernet cable, it was possible to set up the
detection-field. The visual output of the SOPAS software can
be seen in figure 61 - the yellow area signifies that an object
is detected, whereas the green areas are not detecting any
objects.
Figure 60: Special fitting for
the 2D laser scanner
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Figure 61: Image of the SOPAS software in action. Figure 62: Sensor setup with the help of a latter,
It is currently detecting an object right ahead,
strips and a wall.
visible through the yellow field on the computer.

The last part of the setup was to measure the right field in which the sensor should detect presence.
For this, a measuring wheel was used. The measures are illustrated in figure 63.

.

Figure 63: The setup from plan view. The red dots illustrate the boundaries of the detection fields.
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Figure 64: Test setup. Red dots indicate boundaries. Sensor to the right on the latter

6.2.1.2 Procedure
The way to test was executed fairly straightforward. Two people were however necessary; one
person for moving around in the area, and one person for observing the SOPAS software. By
observing the sensor’s registration of the moving person, it was possible to see if it did in fact turn
yellow (yellow = on, green = off) when the person was moving around in the respective detection
field. It was just as important to observe if the detection field turned off (back to green) the moment
the person would move away from that detection field.
The sensor’s ability to detect all types of users were also tested by walking through the field in
different heights and positioning small objects in the field areas, and moving in the area in different
speeds.

Figure 65: The image above shows a cyclist cycling through the 10 meter field of detection. As visible on
the computer in the front, detection field 2 captures his presence and it thus switched to yellow.
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Furthermore, the sensor’s ability to withstand rain was also tested by throwing water directly at it.

6.2.1.3 Results
In general, the practical test of the sensor went really well. The response time was so fast that it was
not possible to register a delay, and it succeeded in turning its respective fields on or off at the right
moments. The range of detection, which was initially estimated to be 10 meter along the path,
turned out to allow detection of up to 12 meters. This could turn out to be an advantage if it will be
decided that the detection field should overlap. To understand the potential challenges of ensuring
that spectators will not interfere with the laser, it was additionally learned that for people to do so,
they would have to position themselves closer than 1.5 meter from the track, on the side of the
pump track facing the sensor. However, if people decide to jump up in the air or wave their arms intentionally trying to interfere with the signal, they would succeed in doing so. The sensor turned
out to handle water without complications. After setting a fixed size for objects that can be detected
- corresponding to human size from a distance of 7.5-8m- the sensor did not register the water drops
on its surface. This was an important finding as it shows that the sensor will be able to function even
in humid and rainy days.

7. Discussion
While the design chapter discussed how the movement of water could be approached from an
aesthetic and interaction perspective, and the implementation chapter demonstrated how the
movement of water on a pump track could be approached from a practical perspective, the
evaluation chapter examined to which extent the design and implementation was able to answer the
research questions:
- Does the sensors enable exact position of users on the pump track?
- Does the lighting simulate the movement of water?
To the first research question, the evaluation of the 2D laser scanner revealed that the sensor did in
fact fulfil its task in detecting people’s positions. However, the laser scanner did have some
limitations. While it measures the position of objects in high precision and timing, it is only able to
create three detection fields for the interaction with lighting. This can turn out to be a disadvantage,
as it will not be possible to measure the exact position of objects, but will just register that some
object is within its detection fields. This might make it harder to estimate and predict how close the
user is to the next detection field - making it harder to create smooth transitions from spotlight to
spotlight.
Another point that must be discussed is the location of the test setup. Even though calculations were
made prior to the test to identify the appropriate angle and direction for the sensor to register users
on a pump track (see section 5.3.3), the test was not conducted on a pump track. If the test had been
conducted on an actual pump track, perhaps we would have discovered weaknesses that we were
unable to deduce from calculation and the test. Additionally, since the pump track has not yet been
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built, and we do not have any official drawings on it, unexpected curves in the path of the pump
track might occur - challenging the sensor’s ability to detect optimally.
An attempt to answer the second research question; “does the movement of light look simulate the
movement of water? “ was done by observing the interactive lighting effects in Unity.
To give a qualified answer to this question, some considerations must be discussed first. In the
process of simulating water through lighting, it is essential to understand that the complexity of
information in water particles is immense. Transforming the complexity of information into, as
initially proposed, 970 pixels (see section 3.8.1), all the way down to 21 spot lights, it is essential to
ask the question: should the simulation of water prioritize correct physical motion in water, or
correct associations to water? If correct physical motion of water was to be imitated by a lighting
system of 21 spotlights, the lighting would likely be extremely vibrant and unpleasant to look at, and
would likely not be associated with how we normally perceive water - fluent and smooth. If correct
associations to water was to be simulated by a lighting system, the correct physics of water might
not apply, but the fluency and smoothness of water would be conveyed and recognized. As the
priority in this project, primarily due to the limited set of pixels available, is to apply the proper
associations to water motion, it can be discussed whether the light actually simulates the movement
of water, or if it simulates a simplified version of water motion.
Through observation of the lighting effects in Unity, the second research question was attempted to
be answered. Did the lighting achieve the goal of simulating water motion? As mentioned above, the
answer might be rephrased to did the light simulate a simplified version of water motion? The
evaluation of the lighting effects in Unity showed that some codes did in fact achieve a great
association to water movement – revealing fluency, smoothness, variation, interaction with the
users, and unpredictability.
Even though the results of the observations indicate that especially the Perlin noise wave succeeded
in simulating, at least a simplified version of water motion, a question must be asked: how well can
simulations in Unity be trusted in terms of evaluating interactive lighting scenarios? This question
might be more and more relevant to ask, since the popularity of incorporating virtual reality and 3D
interactive simulation seem to increase drastically in the realm of interactive lighting. Though the
advantages of testing interactive lighting projects in 3D interactive simulations/animations like this
are immense (cheap, fast, does not require a real field test with all equipment, does not require
people to trigger the interactivity, can be distributed easily and vastly, can be easily modified
without having to physically move luminaires etc.), its reliability must be discussed. As Frederik
Borello pointed out in a meeting with the Musicon Path project members - 3D simulations can also
have a downside: they can form certain expectation to a project which will be hard to meet in the
physical world, which as a consequence will lead to disappointments when the installation is
installed.
In a project like this- which requires something as specific as interactive lighting on a pump track,
alternatives to using Unity for testing would be to actually install light on a pump track and test it on
the users. The amount of effort that would have to be put into realizing such a test setup would by
far exceed the amount of effort in simulating it. Thus it must be concluded that, as Tine Byskov
Søndergaard pointed out in an interview (see appendix 11.14), the usefulness of applying a software
like Unity to simulate and test lighting scenarios, largely depends on the scale and level and
innovativeness of the project.
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8. Conclusion
The final problem statement, which was extracted from the overall goals and visions for the Musicon
Path, was:
“How can we use lighting to simulate the movement of, and physical interaction with, water on a
public pump track, while ensuring sufficient visibility?”

In an attempt to achieve a qualified answer to this, the report approached the questions from two
perspectives; a practical perspective and a design perspective. The practical part of the project
concerned identifying the appropriate components, while the design part concerned how to
simulate light as water in the context of a public pump track, but also to come up with general
criteria for the behavior of the light.
The design element of the project approached the problem statement by researching the human
relation to water in terms of health and wellbeing, the natural characteristics of water movement,
the emotional, psychological, physical and spatial response to the color blue, the skating community
in Musicon, BMX cycling, the characteristics of pump tracks, public interactive lighting and lighting
for cyclists and pedestrians. With the knowledge of the overall goals and visions for the project along
with a profound understanding of the above mentioned factors, it was possible to develop a design
concept.
The design concept was based on four elements: Visual expression, Layers, Behavior and Timing
The Visual Expression was responsible for the overall design basis for simulating water and
constituted of two elements: Scenarios, which uses water scenarios as a reference to the behavior of
the light. This entailed; how wind affects water, how rain affects water and how a boat affects
water. The second element in the Visual Expression was Wave Design. The Wave Design describes
the design parameter for simulating a wave though colors in one dimension.
The layers consisted of a functional layer – responsible for sufficient visibility of the users, an
aesthetics layer – responsible for sparking an interest and conveying a general lively and fluent
expression, and a behavioral layer – responsible for the playful element of interacting direct or
indirectly with the pump track.
The behavioral layer was divided into two elements: Indirect interaction and direction interaction.
The indirect interaction constituted of a scheme that calculates the level of energy that is applied to
the pump track. The more energy it has, the livelier the lighting will be. This layer was associated
with the rain and wind effect explained in visual expression. More energy will be associated with
higher wind speeds (wind scenario) and more rain (rain scenario), which will be conveyed through
the light. The level of energy is dependent on amount of activity in Musicon, and the calculated
average activity on the pump track. So in essence, the more activity in the area, the more energy is
generated and the livelier the light will be.
For the direct interaction, the light will respond directly to the presence of the users. As reference to
the boat scenario, the light will follow the user and slowly degrade behind him/her. If enough energy
is applied to the area, a wave will be pushed back as the users reach the end of the pump track. The
length of the wave will be based on the speed of the users.
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The timing element will be responsible for keeping the light installation synched with the changing
day/night cycle throughout the year, minimizing the energy consumption and light pollution.
The design concept provided a ruleset for the water behavior of the installation. In the pursuit of
evaluating the extent to which it was possible simulate the described water scenarios, the
interactive lighting scenarios were simulated in Unity where the effects of different codes were
assessed, from the perspective of the rider on the track and from the perspective of an observer on
ground. Though it was not possible to claim that the lighting scenarios simulated water, as this is
largely subjective, the observations provided essential criteria for the visual expression of the
lighting. The speed of motion of the light needed to be kept low, intensity transitions had to be
smooth, variations of intensities throughout the array of lights was necessary for conveying a sense
of depth, and the behavior of the light had to be somewhat unpredictable. From a programming
perspective, it was learned that, amongst many different code, a code that did the simulation
particularly well, was the Perlin Noise algorithm, developed by Ken Perlin in 1989.

The practical element of the project, which was done in collaboration with Roskilde Municipality,
Dong and ÅF lighting, regarded how to identify the appropriate components for the project. With
the intentions of creating an interactive lighting installation on a public pump track that responds to
the movement of its users, the challenge was to identify the appropriate fixtures to simulate water
and provide sufficient visibility and to identify the appropriate sensors for detecting positions of
people on the track. An extensive research and analysis of different sensors technologies and
luminaire solutions were carried out. Due to widespread issues with vandalism in the area of
Musicon, road engineer of Roskilde Stig Nielsen strongly suggested keeping fixtures and sensors
above 3 meters. With additional intentions of keeping a distance to the pump track to prevent
becoming an obstacle, it was decided that spot lights were the appropriate solution. While the
fixture solution was identified relatively early in the project phase, the sensor solution was a bit
more challenging. Through systematic research of sensor technologies in the analysis, 2D laser
scanners seemed to be the appropriate technology. By integrating them in the lamp posts for the
spot light, along the pump track and directing them toward the track, the sensors should be able to
detect multiple users on the track simultaneously. This was tested in an experiment at ÅF lighting,
Herlev. After developing a prototype for a special fitting for the sensor in the lamp post, and
calculating the appropriate height and distance of the sensors to the pump track, the test was set
up. Results of the test showed that, despite a few limitations, the solution worked, and that the 2D
laser scanner was capable of detecting with high precision.
All in all, the practical element of the project succeeded in identifying the appropriate components
for the task, taken all aspects (such as context, users, vandalism, visibility, interactivity, aesthetics,
robustness, maintenance, sustainability etc.) into account, and the design element of the project
succeeded in digging deep into the behavioral character of water and provided a ruleset for the
water behavior of the installation along with essential programming criteria for simulating water.
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9. Future work
Testing visuals and interactivity
To get more widespread feedback on the interactivity and visual effects, I am planning on testing
visuals at the next meeting with the Musicon Path group. At this meeting, Dirtbuilders - the company
that will build the pump track- will also be there. The people from Dirtbuilders are experienced BMX
riders (pump track users) and might thus have a perspective on the installation that we have not
thought about. The test will be conducted with the use of virtual reality (VR). Using Oculus rift,
Samsung gear or HTC vive, the project members and Dirtbuilders will be able to observe and assess a
small number of selected visuals in a virtual environment. As they put on the head gear, they will be
able to “enter” the virtual environment, look around and navigate to some fixed designations
around the area. The test should give, as mentioned above, some feedback on a selected number of
visuals(codes), but should also provide feedback on the use of VR as a testing platform.

Preparing for installation
As the construction of the pump track will be finished in august 2017 (has not yet been clarified), the
lighting installation will be installed subsequently. Roskilde Municipality has hired me to do the
installation and programming of the DTS EOS 6 fixtures and the TIM 361 laser scanner sensors. I
believe, that in order for me to meet my project members’, and my own expectations of this project,
I need to attain some more knowledge prior to the installation phase. This knowledge entail;
- Getting more familiar with the lighting system Mosaic Designer and its ability to incorporate
sensor data to change the outcome of the lighting.
- Studying the scripting language of LUA, which is the language that Mosaic Designer supports.
With knowledge of this programming language, I will have a much better possibility of
making the interaction more complex and unpredictable. In an ideal scenario, I will be able
to measure people’s speed and use that information for the response wave and the level of
general Vibrancy (section 5.1.3), but also calculating average activities on the pump track.
- Getting more familiar with the potentials of incorporating mathematical formulas generally
acknowledged for describing, measuring and visualizing liquid flow. This entail particularly;
- Euler’s equations
- Navier Stokes (extension from Euler’s equations)
- Buoyancy equations
- Examining how to simulate complex compositions of fluid motion without being too
computationally expensive. Might entail “faking” a complex composition.

Living lab
When the whole pump track and light installation has been built, the purpose is then to use the
installation as a Living Lab. This will be an interesting phase, as it will involve an alternative approach
to lighting designs in public. Instead of merely installing it, the approach is to expose the installation
to the public and to assess their reaction. Do people understand it? Are they attracted to it? Do they
actually use the pump track on their way to and from Musicon? Do they use it as a leisure activity?
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Who are using it? Why them? Do they find pleasure in the interactivity? Do people find pleasure
from observing the interaction and the general dynamism of the lighting? How would lighting, which
reacts to the users’ speed, have an impact on their experience? Are the people using the track
distracted by the dynamism of the lighting? Will it succeed in attracting real conscious
experimentation, or merely serve as an atmospheric visual play of light?
The type of interaction that the installation allows is a new approach to interactive lighting in the
public (none of the project members know any installation similar to this), and thus not much
knowledge has been gathered about its potentials. While we can try to hypothesize good answers to
these questions, the reality is, we do not know until the installation has been installed.
Another element that will be assessed after the project has been realized, is vandalism. As earlier
mentioned, the area has a bad reputation of vandalism, so equipping a lighting installation with
relative expensive sensor might turn out to be a mistake. However, our believe is that, by building an
installation that really adds value to the space, and becomes an attraction even for the young
generation of users who commit vandalism in the area, their incitement to ruin the installation will
be minimized.
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11. Appendix
11.1 Collaboration Agreement
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11.2 Drawings
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11.3 Conclusion from fall semester

The conclusion from the Musicon Path project was that there should be an emphasis on the middle of the
path- Raadhusparken. I would be responsible for the lighting design on the pump track (spot 4), while
Esben Oxholm would be responsible for spot 3 and 5. The common theme of water was agreed upon to
be the overall theme for the lighting.
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11.4 Official Project Description

The official project description extracted from the conclusion made from the fall semester.

11.5 Time Table
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11.6 Additional drawings of the area
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11.7 Component List
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11.8 Work Description – Frederik Borello ÅF Lighting
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11.9 Milewide Lamp post
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11.10 Data on SICK’s TIM 361 2D Laser Scanner

https://www.sick.com/de/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/2d-lidarsensors/tim3xx/tim361-2134101/p/p369447
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https://www.sick.com/de/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/2d-lidarsensors/tim3xx/tim361-2134101/p/p369447
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https://www.sick.com/de/en/detection-and-ranging-solutions/2d-lidarsensors/tim3xx/tim361-2134101/p/p369447
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11.11 Special Fitting for sensor in Milewide lamp post
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11.12 DTS EOS 6 FC - Luminaire
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11.13 Mosaic Designer - Light System
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11.14 Interview with Tine Byskov (DONG ENERGY)
To get some general thoughts about the project, its potentials and pitfalls, as well as some general
thoughts on the potentials of using simulations in projects like this, an interview with Lighting
Consultant at DONG, and project member, Tine Byskov Søndergaard, was conducted.
How would you express the visual effect on the pump track?
-

“ I am used to working with static lighting, so I think that the dynamism of the lighting is very
engaging and triggers an interest in me. It is clear that there is some form of interaction
between the lighting and the users - which to me is enough to spark an interest. I believe that
this is the same for the general public - it is not that important whether it looks like water or
not - my experience is that the general public often don’t understand or recognizes the
conceptual thoughts that lies behind a project anyway. However, I believe that the dynamism
that the lighting provides the area with, is going to have an attracting effect on the general
public”

What impact do you think the interaction on the pump track will have on the general public?
-

“This is new, and I’m very excited to be a part of it. I think that when people realize that they
can have an influence on the lighting by their mere presence, it is going to trigger a big
interest in them. Though we don’t know yet but will find out when the installation is
constructed, I believe that the interaction will invite them to take a few more rounds, or even
attract them to stick around.

What do you see as the biggest potentials for this installation?
-

“As mentioned before, I believe the biggest potential for the installation is to attract user to,
not only take a detour on their way or from Musicon, but to stick around and enjoy the
space. Since the space itself will certainly attract the skating community of Musicon, the
lighting can be the determining factor - as it can allow people to actually use the pump track,
and the surrounding area. Adding this playful element of interactive lighting could even make
the space attractive to people who don’t normally find pleasure in riding pump tracks ideally providing a space that is open to all kinds of users”.

What do you see as the potential pitfall of this installation?
-

“That the lighting will not attract people. Perhaps people will find it interesting the first time
they try it/see it, but after a while they loose interest. I believe this is one of the biggest
challenges of interactive lighting in public - people tend to lose interest over time. This is why
it will be extremely important to use the installation as a Living Lab - to keep receiving
feedback from the public in order to accommodate their needs. Another potential pitfall
could be that the resident living nearby the installation will find it annoying and disturbing”

How would you explain the benefits/disadvantages of simulating this installation in Unity?
-

“I believe it makes sense when being used for big and innovative projects. For small and
regular lighting projects, I believe it doesn’t make sense. This is because customers already
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have prior experience with similar projects, and thus have clear expectation as to what they
want and what they will get. For innovative projects like this one, I believe it is different.
Since customers don’t have any prior experience of the kind of project of interest, a
simulation can efficiently communicate the ideas to the customers - providing a frame of
reference”.
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